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The machine tool   industry WBS en» of the key  subjects discussed at 

the   Interregional   Symposium on ^otalwor/.in-r  Industries  in DsveloMr^ 

Countries,  held in Moscow under the auspices of the United Kations in 

I960.     Machine toolr?  play a key role  in  the  expansion of nanufjeturin»- 

industry,   because  of  the  importance  of netalworking in ibis sector of 

the  economy in nearly every country where  industrial  production has been 

established.    Wise   selection and efficient   operation and maintenance  of 

machine tools are  of great  importance  fre-s, the Or.rli.est   stages; of 

industrial  development.     Although relatively few developing countries 

ma."  find it advantageous  to manufacture ¡¡¡achine tools,   nost of them are 

concerned with these matters as users  of machine tools. 

An earlier publication-'  dealt with selection and acceptance touting 

of machine tools.     The present publication is a companion volume dealing * 

with their effective use,   which term  is used here in a broad sense:,     it 

includes not only  ensuring  that  the  operation of machine  tools is 

technically efficient   (which involves correct maintenance procedures), 

but  also exercising related  functions of ¡na:ia;-e^ent  concerned with minim?. sn no- 

production costs and  developing products  suitable for the production 

facilities of the  firm and its markets. 

This study was produced in co-operation with the UNIDO secretariat 

by  three consultants:     Professor A.  C.  Schmidt cftho Dapartrnont of Industrial 

Engineering,   The Pennsylvania State University; 

J/ UNIDO,   The selection and acceptance testin? of metal-cutting machine 
tools;     a practical  guide for developing countries (United, dations 
publication,  Sales No.:    E.71.11.¿t- 3   ). 
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Professor Frank R.  Bacon Jr.   of the Graduate  School  of Business Administration, 

Michigan  State University,   and Mr.  Robert Kramir.er,  Vice-President   of 

Seatech  Engineering,   Inc.,   Southfield, Michigan.     Mr.  Schmidt ha;; liad 

many years  of practical  experience in machine   tool  design and  operation 

in countries where the engineering industry has  reached various  at~*gas 

of development.    Mr.  Bacon has  20 years experience  in the United   States 

and other  countries    of marketing and related research in regard to 

engineering products manufactured by small  and large  firms.     Mr.   Krarnmer 

was for many years a chief engineer of materials handling and also a 

consultant;   his experience  likewise includes  v.-crk in other countries 

in addition  to the United States. 

Thanks are due  to a number of bodies  for  permission  to reproduce 

material,   particularly illustrations,  as indicated in the  following list. 

.   1)   The publishers of the technical periodicals Factory Management 
and Maintenance,   Iron Age,  Mill and Factory,  The Tool Engineer. 

2) The American Society of Mechanical  Engineers,  New York,  N.Y. 

3) Bank Administration Institute,  Park Ridge,  111. 

4) Conveyor Equipment  Manufacturers Association,  Washington,   D.C. 

5) Crane Manufacturers Association of America,  Inc.,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 

6) Monorail Manufacturers Association,   Pittsburgh,  Pa. 

7) Liberty Mutual  Research Contre,  Hopkinton,  Mass. 

8) Rapistan,  Inc.,  Grand Rapids,  Mich. 
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FFF^CTIVF US? OF MACHINE TOOLS AÜD 
RTLATCDTSI-KCTS o? ¡¿AIíAC :::•:::.••:• IN DV/TLùFINH COU:;TRIZS 

Introduction 

In a world of rising expectations,  -all countries look for rapid 

progress in their industrial development. AB regards the metalworking 

industries, this means exploiting to the fullest extent the available 

resources of machine tools as well as the ahuman resources. The 

existing stock of machine tools and related equipment in the factorie» 

and workshops of a developing country is a precious part of its total 

industrial resources, because capital, is a scarce factor. Yet it is an 

observable fact that, all too often, the engineering plant» in 

developing countries operate at well below 100 per cent of their capaoity. 

The principal reasons for this state of affairs are aa follows» 

- Technical weaknesses in the production process, such as improper 
use of tools, dies, jigs and fixtures; 

- Lack of availability of critical raw materials, for example, 
special steel alloys; 

- Inability to import production material, or tools and instrumento 
used as anciliaries of the machine tools, owing to a national 
shortage of foreign exchange; 

- Laok of skiU«d personnel capable of operating the machine tool»; 

- Poor planning and inefficient management of production; 

- A seasonal pattern of work tied to agricultural activities, 
resulting in an unbalanced jobbing load; 

- Machine tools out of aotion due to delays in repair work after 
breakdown or because they have become obsolete and await 
replacement. 

The second and third of these reasons may be oonnected with deep-seated 

difficulties in a country's economic development, examination of which lie» 

ïeyond the scope of this study. Directly or indireotly, the remaining 

r »aeons come under di scut si on in the chapters which follow.. 

i 
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The  situation of the metalworking industries  in the dev^icping 

countries is by no means uniform.     In some countries there» IE already 

a substantial  demand for various types cf industrial   equiprr.cn.,   fro:« 

the agricultural  and mining  sectors,   bui,  re la Uvei y few production 

facilities   to meet  this  de-iand.     Tn  other  countries the  problem   is 

that production facilities,   sometimes inclu-ii-.j  facilities for manufacture 

of machine  tools,  have been installed with capacity in excess  of the 

requirements of the domestic market,   v-o that it  would ba desirvióle   for 

engineering firms to develop export   s?.].es.     There are also ùevel^pin^ 

countries in which domestic production capacity broadly matches demand 

over a wide range of industrial  equipment,  but  the industry is not 

internationally competitive and relies on tariff protection fron tht 

compétition of imports.    Government  policy  should, be devised Jo deal  with 

the adtual  situation in each specific country,   but in this study, 

Inevitably,  the treatment of machine-tool problems can be discussed only 

in terms of the general principles involved. 

The information given in this publication applies primarily to 

shops employing between five and one hundred people;  the great majority 

in »very country of the enterprises that stand in need of help have 

shops in this size range, 

Enterprise» using exclusively imported technology — for exe/npl«, 

most subsidiaries of established foreign enterprises and domestically 

owned firmf> operating under foreign licence agreement - often mirror the 

manufacturing operations in the headquarters factories of the parent 

organization and nay attain similar levels of productivity.     This  »tu y is 

not expected to b« of great interest in such enterprises; on the other 

hand, the independent enterprise which started as a small workshop and 

has grown into a small or medium-sized factory is likely to find much 

advice from which it can bensfit. 

Inevitably,  nearly «very kind of metal product mads in a developing 

country is »1 ready manufactured in other countries which have decades of 

-J. — »«»     r*   ...,''...     motejar —*..1H^--TT     ••^MÎ.Jt.        -A-J- A .1/=: J»... ^jJmWfc J     .       7.-, . .- !.. 1   - •    -¿J^ ¿- -I^L L .A A.  
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amnufacturing experience and possess a more advanced technology.    There 

«ay be a tendency to believe that  it will never be possible to offer 

effective competition in international markets,  in view of the 

advantages which these countries possess.    Thôre is no magic,  however, 

in   the manufacturing practices of  the developed countries.    The 

improvements needed in the factories of developing countries,  in order 

to makf   them more competitive,  can be achieved by management and 

engineers with the will  to progress,  working with the  type of 

enthusiastic foremen and production personnel umially found in countries 

starting to build an industrial economy. 

Attention to the technical characteristics of machine tools must 

never be allowed to obscure tha importance of human faotors in manufacturing 

industry.    In the industrially advanced countries, managements run regular 

.training programmes for all grades of personnel, in order to improve the 

productivity of the workpeople engaged in various tasks.    If muscle power 

is to be replaced by machine tools and other    capital equipment in the 

developing countries - because in the long run there is no other way of 

improving productivity and the standard of living - then the organisation 

of personnel training is even more necessary for them than for other 

oountries.    The replacement of human strength by machine power does not 

tend to reduce employment opportunities, as is sometimes feared.    Instead, 

tha level of skill of the work force and also of the management 1 

upgraded,  resulting in substantial gains in productivity.    Such nas been 

the experience in the industrially advanced countries.    Ine resulta of 

similar programmes in the developing countries, when properly organisti, 

have been equally ingressive. , 
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CHAPTER 1     TYPSS OF MACHIA TOOLS AT:D 'I'HTIH APPLICATIONS 

Recent develooments in machine tools and their tooling 

The constant  search for greater output  of goods from  the expenditure 

of human energy stimulates design improvement and increased usage of machine 

tools.    We see therefore in the industrialized countries machine toolc which 

eliminate    all unnecessary human effort.    Manufacture has become moro efficient 

through this mechanisation.    The primary field for the application of special 

machine tools has hitherto been mass-produced goods and tho economics achieved 

are generally clear-cut.    Luring the last I5 years, however, machine  cool 

designers have directed their efforts mainly towards more automatic general- 

purpose machine tools.    This trend is likely to prove advantageouc since, 

even in the industrialised countrit 3,  components produced in batches of 5 

to 100 workplaces - not mass-produced components - account for ths largest 

part of total output. 

In the latest, advanced faotories of the aero-space industries the need 

1B not mass production, but fabrication in limited numbers of complicated parts 

nade from special alloys whioh ars difficult to work.    To satisfy this demand 

machine tools had to be developed which eliminated most of the idle machine 

time and the operator fatigue whioh causes error3.    In tho processe,  the control 

elements of the machine tools havs become'more important:    through numerical 

and computer techniques contours oan be expressed in mathematical terms and 

then automatically produced without previous layout.    However,  even theyc 

very expensive machine tools 

"^•'^ ^^^^iB^i^^tiÊ6iJÊÊÎmÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ^t^M£^^x-Lui..±J ItkhhA^J^LâJÉJWi 
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are more economical than the older types in many rcetalworking shops if 

properly used.     Even in the USA and Europe,  however,  the majority of machine 

tools are still built to standard designs without  numerical controls.    Good 

and profitable usance of all types  of machine tools depends on itemized 

planning and toolinç.     This is especially true for numerically controlled 

machine tools,   which often have pre-set tooling for numerous tool chances 

effected automatically during the manufacture of a complicated vforkpiece. 

Numerically controlled machine tools cannot be unconditionally 

recommended for faotories in developing oountries.    Those of advanced design 

require a strong faotory organization, programming and tooling eervioes 

whioh seldom exist in developing countries.    However, machine tools with 

simple two-axis uanmerical controls   have already been produoed in large 

numbers   and    are rugged as well as economical in normal workshop service. 

Before acquiring such equipment, particularly for use in a developing 

oountry, it is desirable to oheok that the controls have been subjooted 

to practical tests under similar eli mat i o conditions* 

The general use of oarbide tooling 

has introduced more stringent requirements regarding the power and rigidity 

of machine tools, which have incidentally permitted better quality production 

from tooling    made of other matorials. 

It is observable that the machine tools in developing 

countries are generally of . low power,  3 HP or less.   There is little 

appreciation of the faot that a high-powered maohine tool also uses only, 

one operator and oocupies the 
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same floor space,   but ha3 an  output several  tines greater (roughly  in 

proportion to its  greater power)  if it   is  equipped with proper carbine 

tooling.     Continuous  advances   in the technique of carbide machining 

during recent decades have created a situation in which the machine  tools   in 

current  use,  especially in developing countries,   are often not   the most 

suitable models  for production  requirements. 

The  erroneous   impression  has been created that   even the most  difficult 

steel machining jobs could be mechanized by using carbide tools with 

negative rake angle at very high cutting speeds.    Many over-enthusiastic 

reports  of the use  of this technique were to blame.     However,   much 

helpful  information  is being published that  derives from actual  production 

experience and experimental, tool evaluation conducted in industrial 

laboratories. 

Good tool design and effioient use of machine tools are intimately 

related.    Neither a high-powered, well-designed machine combined with a ueok, 

inadequate tool nor a well-de3igned carbide tool combined with an underpowered, 

insufficiently rigid machine can achieve optimum production. 

Even the most expensive machine tool can   yield      very competitive 

oosts if it is properly tooled and worked continuously for 3 shifts, 7 days 

a week.    This requires: 

- An adequate work schedule; 

- Shop organisation,  including communications, oontrol and storage facilities; 

- Good maintenance services. 

ÜlÜlí I ìiììììÌìlll  'jflffcfc""^»-- -  .-t.» i^ ,-«.> ¿,L.M, 
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Unless all  three requirements are met,  however,  the machine can beoorae 

a money-losing preposition. 

" The relative merits of differmi, types of machine tool «re graphically- 

illustrated by figure 1 below,  which ohows unit production oo«t» of pump housings. 

In this example,  the houcing is of malleable iron and requires milling, 

boring»  reaming s drilling and threading operation» in various positions and 

of various dimensions.     In all,   }C tools are  needed for as many manufacturing 

operations. 

The number of workpieces that have tc be made will determine the best 

machine for the job.    If only one or two pump housings ara to be produced, 

toolroom methods using standard machine tools are usually the most suitable. 

One can already envisage designing and making special attachments to standard machine 

tools,  provided at  least  10 housings are required.-   If a numerically 

controlled machine with automatic tool changer is available,  it will result 

in lower machining costs when  the production run exceed» 5 workpiece».    If the 

product is required in large numbers,  a special maohine may be justified 

The larger the number of workpieces pro.la. • ¡ per year the lower the maohining • 

oost per workpieco.    Even with toolroom methods there will be a steady but 

•mall reduction in machining costs as the number of workpieces produced 

increases, because the operator will learn in time to make better use of 

the machine tool and tooling, but the costs will remain comparatively high» 

As soon as the number of workpieons to be produced is sufficient to 

justify the expense of spécial 
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fixtures,  the cost per vrorkpiece can be reduced considerably.    For srn?.il 

lots, however,     numerically controlled machines are often still more  economical 

than standard machine  tools with special fixtures. 

If   the individual workpiece is very high-valued,  it may even be 

justifiable to us» a numerically controlled machine when only a single 

workpiece is to be produced, because this machine eliminates human errors 

completely and thus avoids the possibility of making scrap.    Having programmed 

all  operations, it may be necessary to check them regarding sequence,  dimensions 

and accuracy by usinj an imitation workpiece.    This procedure is preferable 

to running the risk of ruining     a workpiece in which material and machining 

costs have already ¿mounted to several  thousand dollars.     However,   for 

production in  ie;diy  larsre numbers,  a special machine tool will be. the most 

economical,  for pump housings or any other workpiece. 

Accuracy  and performance 

The many types of standard machine tools may be classified as follows: 

- Class 1;    High-precision machine tools for instrument manufacture 
and the toolroom.    Some of these machines have to be 
placed in air-conditioned rooms and mounted on isolators 
or special foundations;     o-sherwiso it might be difficult 
to maintain their extrem? accuracy. 

- Class 2;    Precision machine tools for the toolroom and for production 
to close toleranoes. 

ÍtÜÉÜ •w MIIMlátiÉ '¿¿¿¿¿akih¿a¿ 
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- Class 3: lochine tools for the maintenance shop and auxiliary 
production. 

- Class 4; tonine tools for the field repair and fitting shop. 

Machine tools of these different classes irey look alike at first sight 

and have the same features and power. They will differ in the quality of 

their output as well as the workmanship expended on their construction and 

have to be employed only within their specific range of accuracy. To obtain 

precisici workpieces with a class 4 machine tool would require a degree of 

skill from the operator which is very scarce and the product vrould still be 

more costly than the same work done on a class 2 machine tool. On the other 

hand, the class 2 machine will oost twice as much as a class 4 machine of 

identical size and power, with a similar function. 

"lie need to maintain high accuracy calls for a specific maintenance 

programme", relating to the accessories and tooling as well as the machine 

tools. The organization of maintenance and repair is discussed in chapter 2. 

It is also important to take measures which minimize wear and tear. Thus, 

care should be taken to avoid work that in size and weight is beyond the 

capacity of the machine tool. 

^.,.A .-J.-^MmAOL^^ "'tnÊÊMlf^lÊÊÈÈkîÊfÊÊUm  i-    '    i i..^-. —   .<-**2ìàSàitìXk^Vu u...-.^bù*ùA 
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The uncontrolled emission of grinding duot quickly ruins good machine 

tools.     Surface grinders,  cylindrical grinders and tool grinders are often 

installed without providing for the collection of their grinding dust, which 

then settles on the other machines in the shop.    No harmful effects will be 

noticeable at the start, but within one year all precision machine tools will 

be affected to such a degree that sliding surface« become worn and bearings 

ars loose.    The fine particles of grinding dust mix with the lubricant and 

act like a lapping compound. 

Similar damage can be suffered when a precision shop is located in a 
when it  is 

desert area or even/exposed to winds that come off a distant desert.    In 

suoh cases too it will be observed that precision machine tools can be 

ruined beyond repair within a comparatively short time.     Special care has 

then to be taken that no openings in the walls, roofs or windows permit the 

entry of air loaded with gritty dust. 

.fpifaikAr" 
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Kachine tools are the principal investment in a metalworking shop. 

The utmost dar© should therefore be exercised in comparing the performance 

specifications of alternative models before purchasing a machine tool and 

in verifying that the machine finally purchased meets the specification 

claimed by its manufacturer.-^ 

The output of a machine tool is judged mainly by its chip-nakin^ capacity 

(measured in cubic inches per minute) and its accuracy under full 

load.  In the case of grinding and finishing machines, performance can bo 

expressed in terms of the finish obtainable (measured in microinches) over 

a certain number of square inches of surface per minute.  Jig borers and 

other high-precision machines are specified by size of workpiece and the 

tolerances obtainable. 

When buying a new machine tool, a test report should be obtained 

from the manufacturer. The report includes operating accuracies of spindles 

and tools, as well as tool performance. The data contained in such test 

reports are quite standardized. A good machine tool can suffer occasional 

100 per cent overload without damage. 

When a new machine tool has been placed in the production line, it 

should be observed for some time to verify its performance under shop 

conditions. Many companies will not instai a new machine in the Bhop 

immediately, preferring to instai it for some time in an experimental 

seotion. This permits a better evaluation of its performance and provides 

a chance to develop improved methods of production based on the machine's 

capabilities. During the experimental period, it is best for the new machine 

tool to be worked by the operator who will later use it in the production 

•hop. He should be thoroughly familiar with*the operating instructions 

issued by its manufacturer. If these are missing, as is the case often with 

seoond-hand machines, they should be obtained by writing to the manufacturer. 

$/ See UMIDO, The reflection and acceptance testing of metal-cutting machine 
tools, a practical guide for developing countries (United nations 
publication, Sales No. ; E.71.II.B.3J. 

¡¿d^^jL^asà*-- . ,^„.. ,„-,^.?hdBihSt*i*k.ifc> *-;.-„. ,^t.£un«aj;atf¿ 
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Special-purpose machine tools 

When the number of workpieces to be produced is sufficiently largo, 

it may *>"* justifiable economically to invest in a machine tool spocially 

designed for the purpose or consisting of an assembly of standard machine 

tools, which processes a single type of workpiece in a sequence of 

operations.  In either case, it is essential to allcw for a certain period 

of testing and "trouble shooting" after installing the machine. A more 

extended period will be needed than for the shop testing of a standard 

machine tool. 

When the special-purpose machine tool is built as a unit by a 

particular manufacturer, a thorough acceptance test Bhould be re<juired 

before despatch i machining a large number of sample vorkpiecea. There are 

inevitably some new, unproved features in a special machine tool, unlike a 

standard machine tool which should be built solely with compononts ti¡at have 

been found reliable over many years of shop service. It will be much easier 

to correct any shortcoming at the place of manufacture .before despatch, 

than to wait until the machine is in the purchaser's workshop. 

In most cases the tooling for special-purpose machine tools will be 

•tandard. Should special tooling be required, at lea3t as much effort 

and attention should be devoted to the design features of the tools as to 

those of the machine. Where complicated tooling or form tooling is involved 

it should be designed, built and tested before the 

*' 
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machine tool design is started.     It has been known to happen that  a 

special-purpose machine tool  failed to perform as expected because its 

planned tooling could never be made to work.    Tool development should 

also come first  in cases where an unusual spindle has to be designed 

for the tools or where the rest of the machine  tool  is built around the 

special  tooling. 

Other poinds to consider carefully  in the design of special-purposo 

machine tools are  ease of lubrication and ease  of servicing the 

hydraulic,  pneumatic and electrical servo-rnechaiasms,  which should also 

be accessible for routine.inspection.    Repair work should be possible 

without tearing apart the whole machine.     Disregard of service requirements 

at the design stage makes even minor repairs very costly, 

the entire machine has to be shut down to effect  them. 

The best machine tool,  whether standard or special-purpose,  can be 

rendered inefficient by incorrect floor mounting.    When the shop floor 

stands on solid ground it should be possible to level the machine directly 

by grouting or set-screws and good performance can generally be  expected. 

However,   it must be-remembered that  floor and building vibrations caused, 

for example,  by  forging hammers,  trvcjcs passing along an adjacent road, or 

•ven overhead cranes,  can affect the quality of the surface finish and the 

dimensional aocuraoy.    In »uoh oircumstances it is generally possible to 

iaprove the suspension of the Bachine tool by fitting elastic mounts made 

either of rubber» glass fibrs, springs or pneumatic elements.    Special care 

will have to ©a taken if ths factory floor lies over a swampy area or 

%»   &. 
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loose eand.    The machine tool builder may be able to make  specific 

recommendations regarding the type of foundation necessary in difficult 

situations,   in order to keep the ¡anchine  tool  stable   in the  presence of 

outside  disturbances,  as v.-ell  as to  isolate vibrations 

originating within the machine tool.    A  special  foundation vili  increa»« 

costs,   however,  and will usually reduce   the mobility of the machine which 

production changes may malie desirable. 

When a multiple etory building has to be used,  the heaviest maohinea 

are installed on the ground floor for obvious reasons.    Lighter machin«» 

cm go on the higher floors, which always bend to some extent under the 

weight of the machines.    Any ordinary floor is subject to low frequency 

vibrations - about  20 cycles per second.    If elastic mount» are used th*y 

should have a different natural frequency from that of the floor in order 

to eliminate resonance.    Such special mounts under individual machine 

tools make possible a more  flexible approach to plant  layout. 

Programmed and numerically controlled machine tool» 

The faot that most machine tools actually work only 20 to 50 per c«nt 

of the available operating time has offerad a powerful challenge to mod«rn 

machine tool designers.    The increasing use of carbide tool« meant that the 

machine  time lost  in set-up,  tool  changes,  vcrkpi»ce handling and positioning 

was even more valuable.    The designers responded by developing power-driven f««d* 

regulated spindle speeds, anti-backlash «orevs, rapid traverse and multiple 

«topping and tripping devices.    Prom the«« improvement« the programmed 

»«chine tools evolved during and after th« «eoord world war.    The feature* of 
the first models included 
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automatic start and stop of the main spindle;  chucking tables 

with movablo clamping and rapid traverse;  and controlled feeds in longitudinal, 

vertical and transverse directions.    The required process sequences  were usually 

programmed   by  inserting Mugs  into specifici connecting points  on  the  program::,a 

board  of the machine's control  equipment. 

Anothor technique,  the attachment to machine tools  of tracing units, had developed 

successfully in previous years, mainly because of the need for production 

of more and larger dies.    In this type of machine tool the tool path is 

controlled by a template or master form.    The technique grew in step with 

the automobile industry after the first world war and its use was helped by 

tho relative scarcity of skilled tool and die makers. 

During and after the seoond world war the aircraft industry expanded 

rapidly in volume and grew in technioal sophistication.    Many complicated 

parts had to be made  of high-strength materials and machined with çreat  accuracy. 

Consequently, many new machine tools were designed with features for obtaining 

high precision automatically or at least without using a highly skilled 

meehanio as operator.    Such was the genesis of numerically controlled machine 

tools.   As with most advances in technique,  the principle of the various 

control devices is not new.    Controlling a machine by numerical values or 

symbols caan be traoed baok to the Jacquard loom and the pianos played 

mechanically with the aid of perforated paper rolls.    Magazine feeds and 

carriers tc transfer workpieoe« ware already^ 

. .. jEtiäta£*iÄi»a 
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to he fcund in certain types of automatic turret lathe about 1914« 

There were also many attempts  in that period to control  the tool path and 

workpiece  dimensions during operation of the machine by automatic 

and numerical  devices.    In moat cases the high accuracy and 

repeatability required of raachin? tools  .-.'ere  lacking,   because   . 

the servo-mechanisniß then available could not satisfy these requiremente. 

However,   aftersmall,  powerful  electro-hydraulic  servos had been successfully 

developed for use in aircraft they were adopted by machine tool 

manufacturers,    together Kith electronic controls. 

Numerical  control 

systems arc units; which convert symbols on punched cards or perforated 

tapes,  ¿r dati on magnetic tape,  i-to electric p\ilse-ß that control the 

various iSschanical functions of the machine tool.    Today most numerical 

control  systems use a standardized,  1-in. wide,   eight-track perforated 

paper tape as input for the control unit of the machine tool.    Numerical 

oontrol i3 a form of automation which reduces set-up time,  selecta toolB 

for the successive operations and prescribes their action.    It is generally 

used to produce parts which must be  identical.     The tape with  the control 

information can be stored for any length of time until needed for future 

orders or it can be despatched to a far-distant factory, where it can be 

used to produce parts of equal shape and accuracy. 

All the motions of a machine tool for which the operator used fb tura 

a crank or handwheel can now be effected by power devioea and controlled 

by tape through a self-contained control unit.    'Before a tape can be perforated for 

use as a control  device,  a programmer must determine all the operations 

to be performed, the tools required and their settings,  as wall a* all the 

machine motions. 
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The motions of a spindle or table occur along one,  two or  three axes.    A 

milling machine or drill usually has " 2-axes controls", that is, 

the table movements are controlled in the longitudinal and transversa 

direction.    If the  spindle of a vertical milling machine or drill 

is also controlled for the depth of cut  or hole,  the machine ia then said 

to have "3-axes controls".    Such machines,   in whi?h the tool   or 

workpiece con be moved ïy numerica]   controls   from one position to another ir. 

prescribed sequence,  to perform operations'at  particular points,   are said to 

have point-to-point programming. 

There are even more sophisticated machines with continuous path 

control, in whioh the tool can be made to follow a definite curve, which 

may be defined mathematically,  as in cams and similar contours.    The machine tool 

may  also incorporate óontrol of a circular motion - for example,   motion round  a 

vertical- axis - in which case  it may be  said to have "4-axes controls";   and if   it 

also controls the. motion of a table or spindle around a horizontal axis,   it may 

be said to have "5-axes controls". 

Tool preparation has to be stringent for numerically controlled machinée. 

Accurate presetting of tools is necessary and. the requirements are listed in 

coded forat  together with all operations to be performed,  in optimum sequence, 

on a planning sheet from which the tape is punched,    the more difficult 

programmes being'prepared with the aid of a digital computer.    Using' these techniques 

complicated parts can be machined more accurately,  using continuous-pass 

machines and programmes specially developed for thj purpose.    The most 

versatile maohines perform the functions of several types of machine tool - 

boring, drilling, milling, threading, turning 
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and surface  fini shirr;.    They Have automatic tool changera  and the tools employed 

must  be ueAl  engineered  and nre-set.     In these cases,   a single machine    • 

is equivalent,  from an investment point of view,  to  a completa manufacturing 

set—up,  and  this  is how the machine tool ueer should view it.     The user in a 

devolopi'ii.'T cour.tr;,-    ¡ir,t    J.KIîçW   tht1 usefulness  and value of a modern machine tcoi 

from an -¡.ntrinsicùly different  position fren his counterpart in an 

industrialized country,    "he latter can usually foresee many orders for 

complicated workpieoos,   the former can rarely do so. 

The  application of  mi--;e.n r.al controls  is not   confined to machine tools 

which rewvR metal   in chips.     Multiple punch  presses,  coil winders,   flame-cutting 

machinée and wire-drawing ircicnines are other examples of their use.     Even 

transfer machines   are often equipped with numerical   controls and   the number 

of  applications   is  rrocLng daily. 

The-operation of numerically controlled machine tools requires some new 
and 

skills which oan be developed most effectively/in comparatively short time 

by upgrading capable men already employed on the production line.    As a rule, 

less mechanical skill is required of the operator,  who now becomes the 

supervisor of a greater production output from the  same floor space.    The 

good millwright who has been responsible for conventions! machine tools, is 

faHiiliar with various types of tooling, tool materials and work-holding 

devices,  and knowledgeable about feeds and speeds,   can beoome an officiant 

programmer of numerically controlled machines with relatively little training. 

Once trained,  such men represent a valuable  investment in personnel 

difficult to replace.    An enterprise rsust therefore be careful to ensure 

their oontinued employment or it will  sustain loa»»» difficult to make food. 

ì ì 
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Unconventional  r.-.cluiun.^  yro^ostteB 

The  traditional  or conventional method by v.hich  a machine tool 

•removes metal   is hy shaving  away   thin slices,   or chipa,  of  the workj.iecf. 

In the last   decade  several   important processes have  been developed   that 

are not  bç>sed   on mechanical   cut tin»; acti-ns;   they depend instead on 

chemical  and   electrical acti-ns.     These new processes are c.Sl\ ..'cti voly 

described by  the term unconventional machining. 

AB yet,   the amount of machining done by these methods in a  small 

fraotion of  the total in industrially advanced countries and v negligible 

fraotion or  none in most developing countries.     Irbir usa is growing,  however, 

with  the demand for manufacture  from high-strength mat er ta la of product» 

with complicated  shapes.    This  is  especially evident  in the aerospace and 

electronics  industries.    They te .d to bo employed in applications where 

conventional   dutting tools would not function or would have  such a  »hort 

life as to be uneconomical,   and  in some applications  for which no cutting 

tools exist.     Several of these       unconventional  processes have been 

developed to  the point where they are competitive with traditi  nal  methods 

of material  removal and even,in certain circumstances,  more economical. 

The principle of electrical-discharge machining  (ED».*) i e veil  known and 

was first applied in the USSR.     A  narrow gap is maintained between the tool 

(an eleotrode carrying a pulsating high-frequenoy current) and the workpieco, 
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while both arc  buboRTged in a dielectric fluid.    Spark discharge between 

' electrode and workpieee erodes  the latter.    The fluid   is kept circulating 

in order   t >   remove the debris.     :;D'£ is employed to make large one-piece 

dies for  the aut-rr,, ti ve industry. Electrodes    Cfm  be made of a  number 

of met-ls and alloys? or of graphite.    Ths workpieee  has to be a conductor 

of electricity.    Where a male part is already in txißtence,  it can be 

provided with a special  tip and used for die    sinking.    The metal  renoval 

rate and surface  finish can be   controlled in this process,  which is 

capable of achieving tool, room accuracy. 

Electro-chemical machining  (EC?*)  is a related  electrolytic machining 

process which was  iirst applied  to the ¿rinding of hard-to-machine material, 

especially  carbide  tools.    The mam advantage it offered was more  efficient 

use of the   diamond grinding wheel,   thereby 1 uwering   costs,    á gap  is 

maintained between tool and workplace by the metal-bonded abrasive  in the 

grinding wheel,    ''he process itself is the opposite  of electro-plating and 

there is no  tool wear,    A direct  current is made t.i  flow rapidly in an 

electrolyte  between the tuoi   (cath-de)  and the workpieoe (anode).     --JC?' 

is also widely used for contoured cavity die sinking and making other special 

shapes such  -s part« with long,   non-round hola».    The accuracy of the  finished 

workpieee is  dependent upon the  dimensional accuracy and    surface quality 

of the tool   (cathode), which is made of corrosion-reaistant metal«,   th*  epesd 

at which the electrolyte flows between tool and workpieoe to remove t£e 

•luâge which  is formed',and the current capacity of tha equipment.    Another 

application of the ECM prooe»» i a to Manufacture workpieo»« of irregular 

geometric 

la 
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shape.    Their dimensions can be held accurate to v.'ithin O.C002  in¿ 

•where condition    are favourable.    There are no sparks or  arcs to 

cause localized heating   in the machined eurface and no burrs are 

formed.     Since   equipment and tooling are expensive,   the processi is 

generally not used for small  quantities of parts. 

Chemical milling has been used industrially for about  30 years 

and  equipment  for this process has been marketed during  the last 10 years. 

An acid or alkaline solution is used  to etch a prescribed pattern into 

or through a metallic workpiece.    The desired pattern can be obtained 

by masking the  rest of the workpiece with a chemically resintant  film, 

exposing only the portions to be etched away.    An alternative   etching 

process uses photographic techniques and is variously known as photoforming, 

photofabrication,  photochemical blanking or even,   confusingly,   chemical 

machining.    In this process a photo-sensitive coating is applied to the 

workpiece,  which is then exposed to light through a negative;   the coating 

is then washed off the area  to be etched in a developing  solution.    Small 

parts made of almost any thin metal  sheet can be produced in large volume 

relatively quickly and the process is often competitive with  stampirg. 

The application of ultrasonics to precision machining has progressed 

with the need to drill  or shape at an economic cost workpieces made of 

non-machinable material  such as tungsten carbide,   ceramics,  glass and 

quartz.    The heart of the equipment  is a magnetostriction transducer, 

which converts high-frequency electromagnetic into mechanical  vibrations. 

The toolholder is attached to the transducer and a tool  of the desired 

shape is thus made to vibrate at high frequency and low amplitude in 

contact with the workpiece in an abrasive slurry.    The tool  is usually 

made of «ild or stainless steel and the commonest abrasive is boron 

carbide powder. 

In the electron beam maohining process, electrons are accelerated 

and focused in a narrow beam onto a spot, by means of a magnetic field, 

The electron beam heats, melts or vaporizes a 
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localized area of the workoiece, which usually is placed in a vacuum 

.chamber.    The beam can cut holes and hairline slot3 or weld with a deep 

narrow seam.    Some of tho first applications were the drilling of small 

holes in jewels and spinning nozzles,  and the welding of the covers of 

atomic fuel elements. 

Two types of machines employing laser beams have found industrial 

application in niero-machining and micro-welding.    The pulsed ruby laser 

was the first to become commercially available,  followed reoently by the 

C02 laser with continuous light beam.    A laser bean will vaporiae, melt 

and weld any material used in engineering*,  it is possible to use it with 

the workpieoe plaoed under a translucent cover rather than in a vaouum 

ohamber. 
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CHAPTER  2    TECHNICAL FACTORS  IN MACHTE TOOL  OPERATION 

Machining capacity 

The concern of a machine tool buyer is that the equipment should 

satisfy his specific production requirements at a competitive cost.    Although 

many new trends are discernible in recent designs, most basic features of 

machine tools remain the same. 

Maohine tool design is the fruit of experience gained in production 

shops as well as laboratory research.    The main trends in design have been 

the provision of more power and greater rigidity,  together with a wider range of fee 

rates and speeds.    Other developments have been greater safety and ease of 

operation, more specialized control and drive mechanisms,  and improved 

accessibility for maintenance.    Cutting speeds with carbide tooling range 

in praotice approximately as follows:    steel, 300 to 80O feet per minute; 

cast iron,  200 to 500} and aluminium and magnesium,up to 20,000.    Much 

higher speeds are obtainable when cutting the light metals, because they require 

less power per oubio inch machined per minute than do steel and oast iron. 

Tool temperatures run higher when machining ferrous materials, resulting 

in more rapid tool wear. 

The amount of power required at the cutter to remove a cubio inch of 

material per minute depends basically upon: the kind of material being cut, 

particularly its microstructure,  but the feed per tooth and the cutting angle of 

the tool exert a certain influence.    Power consumption is not appreciably 

affeoted by the kind of material used for the cutting edge of the tool 

(high-speed steel, cast alloy or carbide) or by the application of a cutting 

fluid.   However, 
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the use of cutting fluid often increase» tool life (number of pieces 

oompletod per tool) and may improve the finish. 

The power required for a machining operation oonsists of that needed 

for actual cutting or removal of metal and that needed to overcome friction 

in the spindle and feed mechanisms.    For optimum performance,  the rated 

horsepower of the driving motors should exceed the power required.    Both 

the maohine and the motors can be operated above rated loads for short 

periods of time, tut it is not good practice to operate with continuous 

overloads.    In most instances safety devices are built into the Bachine 

tool to prevent serious damage through overloading - for example,  shearing 

pins and declutching mechanisms. 

Data on the power required at the cutter to maohine a representative 

range of-metals,   togelhei' with recommended cutting speeds,  have been assembled in 

table 1.     The values tabulated allow for the efficiency of machine tool drives;  they 

are baser5  on a cut  l/8 in deep,  taken with a tool having 0 degree rake angle,  and 

a feed (chip load)  of 0.010 in per revolution. 

A 10 degree negative rake angle at the cutting edge requires approximately 

10 per cent more power than a 0 degree angle.    Like'rise,   power required will decreaä 

by about one per cent for each degree of positive rake angle. 

If the feed per revolution is moro than 0.010 in, the power required per 

cubic inch per minute will decrease slightly} on the other hand, it may 

increase by 20 per oent or more if the feed per revolution is reduced to 

0.0002 or 0.001 in.    In faot, a fine chip is generally the least economioal 

way of machining in terms of horsepower required per cubio inoh removed 

per minute and in terms of tool wear. y 

k greater depth of cut decreases slightly, and a shallower cut increases 

•lightly, the power required per cubic inch per minute. 

IF > 
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Tabi« 1 

»»chining capacity In rtlatlon to rated horsgnower and recommended 
outtjn? «good« - ««looted n-iteriftla 

Cubio inch«* of 
natal r«n»ov«d 

P«r «imite 

3 hp 15 hp 
•»chin«      maehint 

5 30 

5, 30 

3 16 

1.5 9 

3 10 

1.5 9 

1 12 

t 12 

1.5 9 

1.0 * 

iteri»! to 
machinod 

urainiu» 

as«,  soft 

onse 

•onze, hard 

ist iron, «oft 

tat iron, ohi 11 «d 

illeabl« iron 

teel,  soft 

teel, ««diu« 

te«l, hard 

To ohoek wh«th«r t 3 hp    lath« or «111in« »aohin« is adecúate for 
aaohinin* a vorkpiooo of steal, 0.20 p«r o«nt C, Ehn I70, w« should proo««d 
as follows.   Ais aatsrial falls la th« category of soft stasi, of which 
2 oubio inch«» per «inut« can, aooordinf to th« tabi«, b« r«*ov«d by a 
3 hp    ««chin« tool.   Ssprossod in inch««, th« d«pth of out Multiplied by 
th« width of oat aultipllod by th« fssd p«r ninut« should,  th«r«for«, not «iceed 
2 units.   This amount can ha raaowd in th« fora of chips durine continuous 
«aohin« tool operation.   Mot« that a 15 hp    «achino would remove 6 tisas as 
such aat«rial as a 3 hp    •aohina, sino« tha drive wchanis» of th« hifhcr-pow«r«d 
maohin« tool is «or« officiant. 

Recommendod 
cutting nose 
feet  r>er min ïtft 

Hi(çh-«p«ed 
•te«l tools 

1 

Carbide 
tools 

600-2,000 ,000-8,000 

500-1,500 350-1,000 

2OO-3OO 200^800 

100-200 I25-35O 

100-120 25O-4OO 

5O-7O I5O-25O 

100-120 300-400 

IOO-I5O 35O-75O 

80-100 25O-4OO 

30-60 I5O-3OO 
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I 

It should be remembered that tools wear continuously during promotion 

runs and become blunt.    Even when no breakage of the teeth occurs,  power 

consumption rises by  up to 50 per cent  on account  of wear,   b.for. the sta«e i. 

reached where the tool is changed. For thi. reason, it i. inadvisable to set up a 

machine tool for a datively lHrGe „u-iter of workoiece. on a basis which involves 
a power  overload fron the very be-inning. 

Modern machine tools are built with very rifid fra»«« in order to be 

as free as possible  from vibration.    There are other faotor«, however, 

which irfiuence the   rigidity of the total set-up:     cutters,   spindles, 

position of tool,  support of tool,  the design and position of the fixtur* 

clamping the Korkpiece.    These are points which are mainly,und.r ih« control 

of the operator and the supervisor.    Kany companies have found it worthwnil. to 

organize  a programa to train the  r key ».„  i„ the utilisation  of .oder« ««chin, 
tools an8 cutter». 

The performance of old «achine tool, can sometime, be improved ferla* 

a general overhaul by eliminating loote bearings,    slide« and fear..   01* 

milling machines are often »updated» by fitti** a flywhe«!, «Mah, howvr, wat be 

oi the right size and properly located, otherwise it may d*jM£« the «achine 

or cause deflections in its member» which are detrimental to tool life. 

Milling machines with built-in flywheel have »pecial control« for «tartine 

and stopping the spindle and feed aeohanisa«. 

i 
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II 

Carbide tools are nowaday» often designed to give positive radial 

rake angle« and variable small negative rake angles at the cutting edge. 

These tools have found general acceptance in industry and are now mede 

by a number of companies. They enable the tools to be adapted easily for cuti.in,: 

steels of various hardness and        other materials. They can be 

operated with less power and have a longer life than many other types of 

cutters. Sino« they also exert less thrust, it has been found advantageous 

to us« the» in milling wslded steel structures, which bend and 

vibrate excessively if milled with ordinary carbide cutters. Mechanically 

held carbide tool tipsf which can be indexed to change the cutting edge, 

have also gained wide acceptance, because they eliminate the cost of 

regrinding. They are used mainly as single point tools, but also in milling 

cutters. 

Cutting speeds and feed rates of machine tools have been increased to 

such an extent that the actual cutting time is only a small part of the floor-to- 

floor time in most cases. Reduction of the time required for loading, 

locating and damping the workpiece, positioning it for cutting, shifting 

levers for starting and stopping now offers the most scope for lowering 

machining oosts. Th« production capacity of machine tools can be greatly 

increased by automati o pacing of the cutting operation and provi, s i on of 

automatic cyole oontrols to reduce idle time. The addition of an automatic 

oyole mechanism makes a standard machine moro adaptable to large series 

production, since it eliminate« many fatiguing motion» otherwise required of 

i 
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the operator.    The mechanism determines the hourly production  rate,   even in 

short runs.   Numerica]   control of the machine tool can achieve  similar 

results. 

Special   fixing devices are required for workpieoes  that   are not   rigid 

owing to their shape  or,   for other reasons,   are difficult  to hold by  ordinary 

clamping.  Various interchangeable,  universal workpiece holders are ccmsiercially 

available today.    They permit wide possibilities of set-up and ensure rigid 

holding and quick handling of workpieces in a great variety of configurations. 

While carbide tools make higher rates   of production possible,   they 

tend to become blunt   in a'shorter tirr.e than cutters of high-apeed steel; 

however,   they produce more workpieces per tool setup,  which is the main 

consideration.     The number of workpieces  produced per tool depends  also 

upon tool  design and the machine \.ool.     Each shop should havo  experienced 

setters "to select  the best feed rates and assure that  operating with 

non-rigid fixtures,   loose bearings,   loose ways etc.  is not  allowed to 

happen.     With proper attention,  a gradual  improvement  in the production 

figures will generally be achieved by changing to carbide tooling. 

Careless handling of carbide tools,   selection of the wrong grade of 

carbide,   incorrect  grinding,  using the tools until they  flake or chip 

are the kinds of error that are committed and can make this typo of 

machining uneconomical. 

Most machine tools are now built with, the stringent requirement» of carbide 

machining in mind.    This has meant  increased power and rigidity, which aleo made 

possible higher feed rates and speeds with tools of-high-speed steel  (HSS) and cast 

alloy materials.    (The latter are by no means obsolete, having 
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been improved during the last few years, and a wide variety of grades 

are available).    In form cutting, in particular, HSS and oast alloy tools 

are preferred because they can be more easily shaped and reground.    Sometimes 

oarbide and HSS tools have to be run together on the same machine.    Grades 

of carbide have been developed for use        at the lower, HSS    outting speeds, 

beoause the usual carbide grades tend to flake and chip if used at these speeds. 

Since higher outting speeds generally produce a better surface finish; 

it is possible with carbide tooling to machine the surfaces of bearings with a 

sufficient degree of accuracy. A reduction in the feed per revolution 

also serves, within limits., to improve surfaoe finish.    The surface finish required 

must be kept in mind when setting up a machining operation.    For example, 

if we use a oarbide face mill on a heavy steel workpiece, with a feed of 

O.OI5 in per tooth, a cutting speed of 350 feet per minute, and 0.300 in 

depth of. out, the surfaoe finish is comparatively rough - about 80 microinches 

rms     profilometer reading.   A feed of O.OO5 in per tooth, a outting speed 

of 500 feet per mi nut e¿ and only O.O60 in depth of out would result in a 

better surfaoe finish - about 45 microinches rms profilometer reading. 

Th» hardness number of the workpieoe material oan be used to make 

approximate preliminary estimates of feeds and speeds required. Thus, 

while it is eoonomioal to out steel of 200 Bhn with a 
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carbide tool  at 5OO feet per minute "nd n feed rate of 0.010 in per revolution 

the same material heat-treated to 300 Bhn would require a reduction in the cutting 

speed to about  300 feet per minute and in the feed rate to about O.OO8 in per 

revolution.    If the hardness is increased to 400 Bhn the machining problem 

becomes more difficult:    not only i a it necessary to decrease the cutting 

speed to about I40 feet per minute and the feed   rate to O.OO4  in per revolution 

but the machine tool specification-becomes more stringent. 

Resurfacing used die blocks requires highly rigid bed-type machin«« 

operating at relatively low feed rates and speeds. 

It is economical to resharpen a carbide tool when it has worn I/64 

of an inch on the flank, which the operator can easily measure with a 

marked rule.    Using the tool    beyond this point increases the risk of 

breakage and makes regrinding more expensive, more than offsetting the 

gain from   a longer production run per tool setup: 

Another reoent development is the so-called throw-away tool:    the 

carbide tool tip is mechanically clamped and when the edge is worn it is 

indexed and a new edge starts cutting.     A square insert provides 8 cutting 

edges,  a triangular insert 6 cutting edges,  with negative rake.     There is no 
break in production for regrinding. 

. The modern machine tool cuts metal in fundamentally the same way as 

the first tools devised by man to fashion metal objeots, > '.    - 

separating the metal by means of a harder material.    This is itili the 

essential function of most machine tools.    The new materials with high-strençth 

properties of which workpleces are made, and the demand for muoh speedier 

operation have made it more difficult to perform this function.    It is in 
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the nail ragion at the fitting edge, a few thousandths of an inch in 

depth and length, that most of the mechanical power applied by a machine 

tool is used in the cutting process. The harder the workpieee material 

the more power is required per oubio inch removed per minute and the 

more heat is generated in the tool, the chip and the surface of the 

workplace. 

Many factors contribute to economical operation, not the least of 

whioh is the oorreot application of engineering principles to the complete 

tooling of the maohine in the shop. As yet, no "wonder" cutting fluid, 

no "miraole" tool material, no "atomio disintegrator" or "magio angle" 

has been discovered whioh will result in high, accurate production and do 

away with the exaoting requirements for the maohine, its tools and the 

setup for maohihing» 

Wheel speed in grinding operations 

Grinding was for long thought of mainly as a finishing operation. 

In reoent years, however, wheel speeds have increased in both rough and 

precision grinding operations, because higher speeds make it possible in 

many oases to remove metal rapidly and economically. 

Currently, there is a great interest in Europe in preoision grinding 

with vitrified-bond wheels operating at peripheral speeds of 12,000 feet 

per minute or higher. In the united States, only a very limited amount 

of production grinding has been done thus far at suoh speeds - some thread 

grinding and internal grinding at 12,000 feet per minute and grinding of 

hardened 
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bearing races at up to 16,000 feet per minute. These are all speoial 

operations performed on machines suitably equipped for the high speeds« 

Grinding v.'heel strength 

Wheels have to bo tested at a speed JO por cent higher than the 

maximum perolssible operating speed, for example, at 18,000 for use up to 

12,000 feet per minute. 

Conventional vitrified wheels in the softer grades or coarser grit 

sizes are not Btrong enough to be used at high     speeds. Since 

fraoture due to excessive speed always starts at the hole, where the stresse* 

are the highest, strengthening the portion of the wheel adjacent to the 

hole is one way of overcoming the problem. The strengthening can be done 

by impregnating tne central part of the wheel with a suitable reinforcing 

material,. Japanese experience shows that wheels in soft grades and coarse 

^grit sizes reinforced with high-strength resin can be safely used at high' ' 

speeds. This makes high-speed grinding a much more promising teohnique than 

if only hard, fine-grit wheels could be used. 

Use of high grinding speeds 

The principal advantages of high wheel speed derive from the fact that 

the grinding forces are inversely proportional to the »heel speed, other 

things being equal. Increasing the wheel speed reduoes wheel wear and the 

defleotion of the workpieoe, thus improving the surface finish. However, 

a higher wheel speed also raises the temperature of the work surface, unless 

the work speed can be inoreased in the same proportion. High-speed grinding 

also rehires a greatly improved coolant ay-tern, 

M 
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sinoe conventional nozales do not get the grinding fluid into the 

grinding contact area at high wheel speeds. 

With higher wheel speed one can either improve 

workpieoe quality without reducing the rate of metal removal or 
obtain the same quality with a higher removal rate.    The latter is achieved by 

increasing the feed rate until      the grinding forces are as great as they we va 
àt the lower wheel  speed.    This statement  is valid provided that  the work-piece c.-.n 

withstand the higher grinding temperatures associated with the higher rate of metal 

removal• 

Beoause of the appreciably higher equipment costa, high-speed grinding 

can be justified only if it makes possible sufficiently higher rates of 

metal removal.    If the equipment can be justified on this basis, then its use 

oan also be    justified to improve quality,  if necessary. 

High speed grinding is considered very promising by the automotive 

industry, in the light of the results already obtained.    Its acceptance 

as a manufacturing prooess will depend on a careful evaluation of the 

total costs involved in obtaining the product quality required for each 

potential application. 

New equipment will be needed for operations at 12,000 feet per minute, 

since it is not considered practical to rebuild existing equipment to achieve 

this speed.   Any ohange to high wheel speeds, if it is found worthwhile, 

will be gradual. 

Use of low grinding speeds 

Experience has shown that there are speoial situations in which high 

wheel speeds are detrimental, the best results being obtained at speeds 

bslow 6,000 feet per minute. 

In rertioal-spindle, rotary-table grinding, the speed generally does 

not exoeed 4,500 feet per minute.   Eigner speeds are likely to 
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glase the wheel unless a considerably softer material than normal  is employed. 

Most of the abrasion in this typo of operation is done by loose grains, 

which excise most of the chips and also bring about most  of the wheel 

wear,  since they knock other grains out of the wheel,  thereby replenishing 

the supply of loose abrasive material.   A properly selected wheel  functions in thi 

instance primarily as a controlled  a apply of loose grains.     The grinding notion 

in this type of operation is quite different from the usual one and an 

inorease in wheel speed can prevent   it  from taking place. 

A reduction in wheel speed normally increases wheel wear and decreases 

the grinding ratio - the amount of metal removed relative to the amount of 

wheel wear - by making eaoh abrasive grain do more work.    However, in a 

surface grinding operation on a high-vanadium (5 per cent),  high-speed steel 

such|T15, the grinding ratio increases as      the wheel speed is reduoed from 

6,000 to, 3,000 feet per minute and then decreases rapidly with further 

reductions in wheel speed.    The extremely hard vanadium carbide partióles 

in the steel apparently become less resistant to severance by the abrasive 

grains as the wheel speed ia reduced.    This phenomenon more than compensates 

for the increased wear that normally occurs with diminishing speed.    Below 

3,000 feet per minute, the normal wear relationship otarte to take effeot. 

The same phenomenon oocurs, but to a much lesser degree, in ordinary 

high-speed steels, where the grinding ratio may remain more or less oonstant 

as the speed falls from 6,000 to 4,000 feet per minute,  below which figure it 

decreases. 

When grinding titanium and its alloys, it has been found that a chemioal 

reaotion can take plaoe between the surfaoe of the metal 
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and the abrasive grain owing to the high temperature generated momentarily 

at the point of contacti this leads to extremely high wheel wear. Other 

metals that respond similarly are zirconium and uranium. The reaction 

can be inhibited by a combination of greatly reduced wheel speed (generally 

1,500 to 2,000 feet per minute when the abrasive is aluminium oxide) 

and the use of certain chemically active grinding fluids , leading to an 

increase in the grinding ratio by a factor of 20 or more. The grinding 

fluid produces ionic barrier layers on the surfaces of the metal and the 

abrasive, which decrease the probability of contact and hence of ohemioal 

reaotion between metal and abrasive. A low wheel speed provides the time 

needed for the fluid to form fresh layers to replace those dispersed in the 

course of grinding and also reduoes the oontaot temperature, thus helping 

to deorease the chemical reaction. The effect of lower temperature is 

relatively slight in the absenoe of a suitable, chemically active grinding 

fluid. 

Low wheel speeds also minimize the residual tensile stresses oaused by 

grinding heat, whioh adversely affect the resistance of the metal to fatigue. 

An established prooedure often employed in the aerospaoe industry is to 

grind at only 2,000 feet per minute with a soft wheel and to take progressively 

lighter outs when approaching final size. It is not at all clear why suoh 

a low wheel speed should be neoessary to prevent the formation of residual 

tensile stresses, when one recalls that hardened Bteel bearing races are being grounc 

Lt 16,000 feet per minute with apparently no harmful effeote from grinding heat. 

another grinding operation in whioh low speed has been found necessary 

is abrasive-belt grinding of stainless steel slab. The 
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belt has to be run at only 2,800 feet per minute, at whioh speed an 

extremely high rate of metal removal is achieved. Abrasive belts 

normally run at double this speed, i.e. about the same speed as 

conventional vitrified wheels. 

While high-speed grinding certainly shows a great deal of promise, 

these examples illustrate the conditions under whioh low speeds have 

demonstrable advantages. 

The role of cutting fluids 

The primary function of a cutting fluid is as a coolant of the tool, 

the chip and the workpiece. By lowering the temperature at the interfaoe 

between tool and ohip it enables the tool to last longer before regrinding. In 

addition, the use of a cutting fluid usually improves the surface finish of the 

workpiece and washes away the chips. Many different cutting fluids have been 

developed for the various machining operations, sinoe no single fluid give« 

the best performance for all operations. 

The most oommon cutting fluids are water solutions and emulsions, 

which are most effeotive in operations such as turning steel with single-point 

HSS tools. Turning operations with carbide tools are generally done 

without a ooolant, although a stream of compressed air is then usually 

employed to blow the chips in a definite direction. 
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The addition of sulphur, chlorine or phosphorous produots to 

a water emulsion gives it nor« of the properties of a lubricant. Cutting 

fluids of this kind oan be used with advantage in drilling, thread milling 

and broaching, because a great deal of friction is generated in these 

operations on the non-cutting surface*, especially the land of the twist 

drill. In such cases, the lubricating action cf the cutting fluid may 

reduce the frictional forces of the cutting process as well, thereby 

reducing the power required by the tool. This phenomenon does not take 

place in turning operations, because a single chip is formed in this oase 

under high pressure per unit area at fairly high speed. The lubrioating 

action of oil and of water emulsions with sulphur or ohlorine additives 

ooours in turning operrtions only at low cutting speeds 

(about 10 to 20 feet per minute) *hich are rarely employed in practice. 

Hencvi the cutting fluids usually chosen for turning act mainly as coolants. 

A good c'oolant can be made by adding to water an anti-rust a*ent, 

for example, 0.1 per oent sodium nitrate, and substances to lower the surface 

tension of the fluid and inhibit the growth of baoteria. 

Mineral, animal, and vegetable oils are usod as cutting fluids. 

Sometimes different oils are mixed in various proportions to produce a fluid 

of a certain viscosity for a particular job application or to improve the 

lubricating aotion of the fluid. Sulphur, chlorine and phosphorous products 

are also added to cutting oils because they improve the lubricating power 

at higher pressures and temperatures. Sulphur is usually incorporated by 

adding sulphurised mineral oil or a sulphurised fat to a plain Binerai oil. 

There is a tendency for sulphur 
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to stain noiv-ferrous metal and «ven steel   surfaces.    Oils containing 

Bulphur should therefore be used with caution ir discoloration of 

parto is objectionable. 

Cutting oils with a high concentration of chlorine and sulphur compound« 

are used on thread nailing,  gear shaving and some automatic screw machines, 

as well  as in heavy  broaching operations.    For thread grinding,  a lirht 

mineral oil is used when a good surface finish is required.    Kerosone is 

an effective cutting fluid in the machining of aluminium and copper.    Ho 

oils, water solutions or emulsions should be used when machining magnesiti« 

because this inoreases the risk of fire caused by idling tools rubbing 

against the workpiece or making very fin© chips.    (When machining aluminium, 

tho ti'oi? should always take a heavy chip and  nover b-- permitted to run idle 

over thr  workpiece;   continuous removal of chips and du at  from the machins 

tool is-a further safety measure which is strongly recommended.) 

Coolants are applied in mist form, sspsoially in high-speed milling 

operations, to give a better surface finish or vhen a stream from a nosils 

oannot b«* used because ths liquid would be ejected all over the shop by the 

machining operation.    Whether in mist or liquid form, the coolant should be 

applied generously, BO  that it oan carry away much of ths heat generated 

during the outting action. 

Most machino tools have built-in storage tanks and circulating pipes 

for outting fluids.    These items should be periodically cleaned to remove 

residues ard Minimisa the risk of rancidity,  mould and odour.   A high-rslccity 

filtration system oan be installed, to remove efficiently fro« cutting 

fluids all fine particles, whether magnetio or non-magnetio 
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The use, reclamation, and eventual disposal  of cutting fluids can be 

quite complex and is an important factor in the economica of metal working. 

Many factories have found it advantageous to train at least  one man in 

all aspects of the use of cutting fluids,  because he can then significantly 

lower manufacturing costs and increase operating efficiency. 

Disposal of used cutting fluid 

In most developing countries the problem of environmental pollution 

is still largely ignored.    Metalworking plants contribute to such pollution 

by indiscriminate discharge of used oil and' cutting fluids as well as 

through smoke and dust.    The consequences of such actions may initially 

be confined to causing annoyance to workers and neighbours.    In time, 

however, the effects of pollution can reach overwhelming proportions,  as 

many industrial  countries have now discovered,endangering the health of 

everybody and destroying natural resources such as pure water,  forests, 

fisheries and agricultural land. 

It has been discovered that it costs much less to prevent pollution 

than to eradicate it.    Every industry in every country should feel it has 

a responsibility to preserve the natural heritage and act accordingly; 

otherwise, it will bring about its own destruction within a measurable 

period of tine.    If the issue of pollution is tackled at the start of 

industrialisation by a developing country, reasonable solutions nay be 

worked out before the problem becomes well-nigh unmanageable.    The hazards 

to public health in many industrialised countries which have been created 

by inadequate control of pollution provide a olear warning to the developing 

•oustries.    The level of the costs whioh industrialised countries may have 

to incur to turn back the tide of pollution would represent a disastrously 

heavy surden for any developing country which allowed Itself to get into 

a similar situation. 
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•'•junte nane e pjid repair 

Machin« toólo represent a major investment wncn equipping a metalvorking 

shop.    It is imperative to keep them in good repair.   Hell built machine 

tools may endure many yearB of use and abuse with negligible maintenance 

but nobody can count on that.    Most  small enterprises encounter slack 

periods during which they overhaul and paint their machine tools.   Even in 

these case», work should follow a definite schedule.    In addition to 

replacing breakages, there should be a thorough accuraoy check and the wear 

and tear of bearings,  slides, gears,  belts and motors should be examined. 

Loose motor mountings and worn belt» can cause vibration«.    Maohine tools 

oannot function at full capaoity if there is insufficient or uneven tension 

in the belts. 

An old machine tool may be basically sound, in which case a thorough 

overhaul, including replacement of worn elements, may restore it to full 

working condition.    Before starting an extended repair job on a particular 

maohine tool, the manufacturer's maintenance manual should be consulted, 

(if it has been loet, another copy im obtainable from the manufaoturer.) 

Rebuilding a used maohine tool is a demanding task; in the industrially 

advanoed countries there are shops which speoialise in thie oomplex prooitioa 

work, often equipping old machines with modem features and then selling 

them with a guarantee,like new machine tools.    Such aotivitie» oould be an 

important step on the road to becoming machine tool manufaoturerà, for 
suitably equipped workshops. 

• • 
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When ih« performance of a raaohine tool begins to deteriorate, there are 

several possible reason«. The following advice regarding operation and 

•aintenance will,   if followed, avoid most problems and cure many other». 

1. Pirat check that the machine is lev*l and is not rocking on the 
floor, which may be due to the foundation settling.    The teet 
requires a precision level on cross-slides and bed. 

2. Hake certain the machine tool is not disturbed by external shocks 
produced by road traffic, forging presses, cranes and the like, 
which result in rougher surface finish and lower accuraoy.   Use 
rubber,  springs, felt, pneumatic or fibreglass mounts if neoessary 
to absorb vibrations transmitted from the surroundings. 

3;. A regular sohedule of lubrication for the machine tool and its 
motors will avoid some breakdowns.    Kake certain the correct 
lubricating oil is used. 

4. Make sure the machine tool is olean before starting a new job. 
Remove all chips and dust from the machine after finishing the 
job, but never clean the maohine while it is running, because 
damage and personal injury can result. 

5. To avoid cuts and infection, never remove chips with the bare 
hands| urne a brush or eloth. 

6. Do not extend an   arm over catterà or workpieoes while they are 
revel vin«. 

7. Use a feeler gauge or a pisoe of paper when cheeking ol •• 
adjustment of cutters and workpieoes. 
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8. Keep tools and workpicces in a place where they cannot be 
damaged or become covered by chips and will stay clean.    Chipa 
•hould be periodically reaoved,  so that large amount• do not 
accumulate near the machine. 

9. Hake sure that dust and chips cannot enter the coolant reservoir 
or pipes or settle on precision olidec and surfaces of the machine 
tool.     It is good practice to cover all open slides. 

10. The spindle and spindle nose of a machine tool are among its 
most precise elementa.    Particular care should be taken that 
they are not subjected to hammer .;blov<s or damaged by cutting 
tools or chips. 

11. Before mounting tools on the machine tool check that they are 
free from chips, dust and nicks.    Fine chips between tools and their 
tixtures will cause inaccuraciee and sometimes permanent damage. 

12. When using s lathe, keep the  tool overhang and the extension 
of th« tail stock as short as possible in order to avoid impairing 
the over-all stiffness and hence the performance of the lathe. 
Lathe tools should be mounted on the centre lin«)   if the outting 
edge is above or below centre line the tool angla i   affected. 

*13. When mounting a milling cutter on an arbor, place the cutter as 
close as possible to the spindle nose and position the table near 
the colusMi.    Make sure 

r, 
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the horizontal cutting fore© acts to push the cutter into 
the spindle.     A staggered tooth cutter will work better in 

'   deep slots.    A cutter with wide tooth spacing io usually 
better than one with many teeth,   it uses less power and rcaxes 
for better chip flow.    All  cutters should run concentric 
otherwise Borne teeth will be overloaded and others idle. 

14. Handle large milling cutters with a piece of cloth, not with 
bare hands,  as a protection acainst cuts. 

15. Always make »ure that the workpiece is in the correct position 
and damped tightly without deflection,  and that there is no 
interferone* between tools and holding devices.     Insert metal 
shins or cardboard to protect highly finished surfaces when 
tools or holding devices are clamped on to them. 

\6, Never plaoe rough casting* or forgings on precision ways or 
similar surfaces of the machine tool, without  interposing 
protective material. 

17. For small adjustments to the positioning of cast  iron and oteel 
workpieces use a lead hammer,   for aluminium and magnesium 
workpieces use a leather or plastic hammer. 

18. Before starting the cut, make sure that speed and feed rate are 
correctly chosen.    Failure to dc so may damage the workpiece, 
break the cutter or produce an unsatisfactory surface finish. 

1$. Check the functioning of all feed stops and make sure rapid 
traverse is disengaged before the tool starts cutting. 

20;  If   a   00elant is used it should be applisd plentifully.    Cast 
iron is usually out dry, however. 
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21.- Adjust and clean slides and bearings at regular intervals to 
ensure that speed and precision of performance are maintained. 

22. When setting up the machine tool for its next operation, do not 
place tools on the floor but in a rack where they cannot be 
damaged or fall on to concrete. 

23. "Good housekeeping" procedures and adequate lighting in the 
machine shop ensure good workmanship.    Precision finishes on 
machinery and tools must be protected.    Doors and apertures 
on machine tools and control cabinets must be closed when work 
is in progress to prevent the ingr*38 of flying ohips. 

24. Machine tool operators should always wear safety glasses.    They 
should be capable of undertaking adjustments and minor repaire 
to keep the machine tool in good working condition.    A plant 
maintenance man should be charged with major repairs and overhauls. 

2J>.  The diffusion of dust from grinding machines must not be left uncontr 
it damages not only other machine tools but also the lungs of tha 
operators who are forcd to breathe it. 
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CHAPTER 3    PRODUCTION ¿'¿NAGEANT 

Economics of  investment  in production equipment 

Investment decisions in connexion with production equipment are 

among the moßt difficult to take in any country or economic system, but 

especially  in developing countries.     The business risk varies fron one 

location to another and from country to country.    Calculations relating 

to the whole expected lifetime of production equipment cannot easily 

allow for the effects of possible monetary  inflation or deflation.    To 

acquire equipment not made at all in  the particular country,   special 

costs may have to be incurred for an import  licence.    Import duties 

for machines and materials and even the whole taxation structure may change 

during the  lifetime of a machine in  a completely unpredictable mariner. 

The exchange value of a so-called strong currency can also change, with 

rssults  in a some far-away country more detrimental than  in the country 

of issu«. 

When a machine tool has been ussd for a number of years it may 

become obsolete.    In other words, competitive enterprise« start usin* 

•achines which have new design features yielding higher production of 

similar parts.     It is not always easy to  identify obsolescence because 

•«chine technology generally develops slowly, with no sudden  ircreases 

in productivity.    Over the long term,  operations must yield sufficient 

profit to permit the acquisition of equipment incorporating new 

•.•clmological advances, without which it »ay be impossible to keep many 

manufacturing operations competitive. 

Paced with thi    situation, sows companies rent machine tools on an 

annual basis instead of buying them, a procedure which also releases 

additional funds for use as working capital.    Renting has another 

advantage:    it allows a company to  judge the worth of a new type of 

equipment by practical tests, before having to decide whether to buy it. 

If the company then buys the equipment,  an allowance is usually made of 

part of the rental already paid. 

-***- 
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Because of the  inevitable,  if sometimos slow, obsolescence of production 

equipment consideration has to be given to depreciation charges  from the dav 

& machine enters the  shop.     In industrialized countries many typen of 

machine tool are considered obsolete after  10 years of service.     Some 

special-puroose machine  tools may be written off   in a year or  two years, 

where they achieve a  larp-e  enough  ii,eresse   in productivity compared vith 

a standard machine.     The engineering service cannot be expected to forecast 

the rate of obsolescence accurately.    The accountancy service will try to 

•rr on the safe side,   so that no piece of equipment proves to be obsolete 

before it has been fully written off.    These judgements are of great 

importance where obsolescence may occur long before the equipment  is worn 

out physically. 

A more easily   identifiable phenomenon   is  the d.-.teriorat ion  of a machine 

because of many year« of use and abuse.    A number of items each contribute 

a small amount to the  lower performance,  which can be observed and  judged 

well by the operator or  foreman.    For example,  a machine tool may no longer 

completely finish workpieces but can only be used for roughing operations; 

or additional grinding operations may be required because a lathe no  longer 

holds exact sizes;  or only highly skilled operators are capable of turning 

out workpieces that  pass  inspection without  rework;  or job«,   sometime« 

even those to relatively  low standard* oí  accuracy,   take a long t^me to 

set up and require special adjustments to  the machine tool. 

Another indication of deterioration i« when % repaired machine break* 

•own after, say,  three week« us« and it then takes another three weeks to 

repair it again.    (Thi« can also happen to relatively new machine tool« 

which are heavily over-loaded or have some weak desuní features.)    Other 

danger signals are tool« that do not last is long as expected,  because of 

chatter and vibrations,  or instrument dials that no longer read accurately 

because of worn screw* and loose bearings. 

It is sometimss possible in the metal fabrication business to operate 

*t a prefit old equipment that was written off a long time ago,  but »uch 

•ituation« are not typical nor do they remain very competitive for Ion«. 

if Í 
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A well built machine tool should be  100 per cent effective during 

the first  few working years.    Then it will start to deteriorate and  it« 

.output rate will decrease,  or it will require more operator effort to 

hold accurate dimensions.     Fatigue may  then  lower operator efficiency  too. 

Figure 2  is a schematic  illustration of machine tool deterioration and 

obsolescence.    Most machine tools will perform well  for  10 years if properly 

maintained.    By that time,  obsolescence may enter noticeably into the 

picture and compel a cost comparison with newer machine tools to be carried 

out.    Obsolescence and deterioration are immutable fact« of life in machine 

tools and are recognized in the tax laws of industrialized countries by 

concessions in favour of industrial re-equipment.    Special tax credits 

encourage machine tool modernization,   improve profitability and promote 

the over-ell expansion of a country's manufacturing capacity. 

,^á :ia*á¡ÍE¿E**z¿¿E£ia&£múA¡i¿ui 
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X rational investment programme must assess the probable savings 

in cet that variou. proposals would achieve,   on the basis of which a 

detailed schedule of investment priorities for equipment and machine 

tool, should be drawn up.     It is a rare  situation in which investment 

resourcesare available for all projects carile of reducin5 costs. 

All kinds of fixed and variable costs of production,  not only the 

cost, of obsolescence and deterioration, must be included in the 

as.e.ament.    To arrivé at realistic cost fibres is difficult,  even xn 

an industrialized country.    Formulae and charts for determining th. 

running costs of newly developed production equipment are of use only 
i» th. particular market, in industrialized countries for which they are 

prepared.    De.pit. all the difficulties,  however,  costs must be estimated 

a. closely as possible. 

It Mt not b. ov.rloo>c.d that th. co.t. of inflation, nun«-«« 

of, and alt.r.tio„ to bundle and cxi.ting equiP•«" "»ould b. added 

to th. puroha.. prie, of n« «*»«> - — *»• *—- <if "»> *• 
aal. of „ulP»»t which it »plao» .hould b. .ubtract.d fro» th.. - - ««. 

calculating th« financial oharg««. 

ttm ar. nu».rou. valid r...on. for in.tallin, »«. production 

equipment: 

To reduce existing machining co.t.f 

To improve quality of products; 
To »ak. th. product, competitive with imported it.m.| 

To augment existing capacity, 
To »ax. the product, competitive with thee of other plant. 
in th. oountryi 
To ov.roo». a ahortag. of .Killed «anpow.rj 

To aliainat. haavy and und..iraol. »anual lahouri 

To ainplify difficult «aohininj oparation.| and 
To atart a MW type of production, a.*., *i*k »** «•tarlali. 

ê 

-&ì* 
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An investment in new ec^iipaent to replace obsolescent  or worn-out 

equipment has to be evaluated by  several criteria. 

First and foremost,  the new oquipment proposed  should show substantial 

cost   savings on the production of items made by the  existing machinery,   in 

view of the margin of error inherent in estimates relating to a lengthy 

future period. 

Secondly,  the management has to decide what its business goal» are 

and whether  they are consistent with amortizing the  new equipment during 

the following years. 

Whatever the economio justification, the commonest procedure is to 

divide the earnings before or after tajees by the sura invested,  in order 

to arrive at  the return on invested capital.    (Where production facilities 

have been the limiting factor on the volume of sales and the new equipment 

enables output to be increased,  the calculation of earnings must allow 

for expansion o.  sales as well as any changes in unit costs.)    Profit 

expressed as a percentage of sales has some utility as a measure of ths 

effectiveness of the particular machinery used in the business.    In 

either calculation, profit should bs struck after charging th» oost of 

wear and tear and obsolescence of machinery and tooling.    When this is 

done,  it is often realised for the first time that there is really no 

profit at all» 

These crude measures of the return on investment can be compared 

with the return which could be earned from alternative machine replacement 

projeots or investments to create additional capacity.    Thsy have som« 

shortcomings, however.    They make no adjustment for futurs changes in tho 

valus of money and they do 

i* ' 
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not allow for the tim. factor when savings are realized.    The  savings 

in earlier years can be reinvested to provide further income.    A more 

"sophisticated approach, called discounted cash flow, can be used to 

allow for these factor, and hence to refine the estimates of the return 

from investment in new machinery or in other projects. 

A manufacturing enterprise should be regarded as a processing 

operation which adds value to raw materials such as steel,  cast iron 

and plastics.    The difference between the value of its output and the 

cost of material etc. employed, measures the success of the operation. 

Net income should provide directly for progressive company growth or be 

large enough to serve as an inducement to investors and government 

agencies, by demonstrating that this particular enterprise car survive 

on its own and svsn prosper. 

•,J" a,,éâ '  •   - -* *" 
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Work phot» 1 ocati on 

The-construction or acquisition  of a new shop or plant  may represent 

an investment  of considerable magnitude  and care must be  taken in relating 

the Bite and the location.     If the  size  of the intended operation justifies 

a detailed  investigation  and the choice  of location or relocation is free, 

the  following check last may prove a useful  guide to determine  their 

~ Ì suitability;- 

Labour  force characteristics 

Resident  or transient;  incidence of absenteeism; housekeeping habite; 

acceptance of technological change. 

Demographic and manpower statistics relating to population,  by age 

and sex;  numbers employed  in manufacturing,   agriculture,   etc.;   availability. 

of skilled,   semi-skilled and unbilled labour;  seasonal  emploient; unemploym« 

willingness to work shifts.    These statistics should cover an area within 

reasonable commuting distance from the proposed workshop. 

Assess the influence of established industries in the area.    This 

affecte wage rates,   working hours and  shift pattern;   competition for 

skills,  unionization,   productivity,   security,  lay-off provisions and even 

what may be accepted as industrial accident rates.     It  is worth chocking 

whether there is a local   industrial  pace-setter with which  the new establishm.il 

will be forced to compete. 

Management  potential 

Whether prospective workers in the area progressively undertake 

new responsibilities.    Prospects for reoruiting managers,   scientifio and 

technical manpower locally.    Extent  to which local people  are trainable. 

y    Based on "Plant site selection guide", Factory Management and Maintenance,! 

Hey 1957. 

máEEmE¡mEíáím il 
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Local ameni ti OF! 

Volume  and types of residential housing.     Facilities for education, 

health,  welfare,   culture and recreation.    Attitude of the community to 

newcomers. 

Taxes,   town  planning and industrial   zonin? regulation» 

Tax reductions and exemptions to promote  industrial location.     Property 

and other local  taxes. 

Local  regulations regarding smoke emission,  liquid and solid waste 

disposal,  unsightly property,  and creating a nuisance to neighbours. 

Building codes and building inspection.    Present and likely future codes 
to control  environmental'pollution, and arrangements for their enforcement. 

Service3 

Electric power,  fuel oil an- water supply facilities. 

Transportation services:    proximity to railroad, existence of 

Bpur lines and structure of railroad rates; route    schedules, rates and 

access roads for truck traffic,  also weight and sise restriction» and 

techniques used at transfer points-,  airport location, air feeder linen 

and facilities for air shipments. 

Local availability of numerous commercial  services:    a major repair 

shop? an industrial distribution network; local trucking service;  maintenance 

shop for electric motors;  supplier« of lubricants,  steel, lumber,  engineering 

sundries and stationary; architects and engineers;  contractors. 

Quality of postal, police and fire services. 

Raw material  supply 

Proximity of souroes, their reliability and extent to which already 

committed    to other industrial consumers.    Price», delivery periods, 

conditions of sale,    transportation cost.    Rate of depletion of sources. 

Por key components,  existence of suppliers (preferably «ore than one) 

and rapid transport       poaaibilitie«.    Present or future subcontractors. 
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Considerati• of a specific gite 

Character of site; topography and physical climate; area available, 

its layout and orientation; drainage and liability to flooding;  what 

services are in place;  subsoil and foundations,   existence of gullies, 
streams,  etc;  risk of blowing «and and need for gradin, and landscaping; 

whether pipelines and other service, must be  relocated-,   cost of .ite; 

existence of restrictive covenants on use of sitej   and,  of course, 

cost  of site. 

It is of primary importance to ensure'that adequate areas are 

available for plant, offices,  auxiliary buildings,  yard, vehicular and/or 

rail traffic,  not only to meet immediate needs but also to cater for 
plant  expansion in accordance with business  forecasts,  without relocation. 

The calculation of the site area required proceeds as follows: 

Covered area requirements 

1. List present manufacturing and storage areas. 
2. Estimate all requirements for which there is no precedent or which 

are expected to arise at some future date. 
*    In the light of the shift pattern now used or expected to be ueed 

2 futuri; calculate the additional areas required for expan.ion 
of operations. 

• mif •   ' 
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A    Allow a reasonable addition for interior aisles;  depending on the 
4*   process and area configuration this rould be as much  as Zfr of 

manufacturing and storage  areas. 
K    Add areas for auxiliary services:     pov.-er,  compressed air,  water, 
5'  tte^  fuel  storage,   tool   stores,   equipment storage,   repair shop, 

treatment  of waste    air,   water,   fluids etc. 
6.   Add areas for offices,   including engineering department and 

laboratory. 
7    Add areas for employee services;   lavatories,   lockor rooms, 

dining facilities,   first aid facilities. 

External area requirements. 

«    - +oVM*h a «sneral  traffic pattern that links the  plant to the 
1-  ^UUnA• PaU.rn of ïhe area.    Oe-srally,  v.hid« circulât« 

in a clockwise direction. 
2.  Pevise detailed traffic patterns for incoming •at°rial! *"*f°riRa 

¿.«natch      Allow sufficient areas for loading docks.     In the case 
ÄS'IÄ:.,  consider depressing the loading dock apron 
or raising the shop floor to truck floor levol. 

^    Where applicable, allow vehicular parking facilities for employees. 
3'  S ïheTned Stlf.,  an allowance of 1.2 to  2.5 «P^• ?r Car 

ie customary.    In some countries areas for tents and outdoor 
ìathing facilities are provided or dwellings are built for the 
workers. 

4. Allow area for yard storage of scrap and for large  .tod» of key 
materials. . 

5. Allow area for fire lanes,  security lanes around fences etc. 

The estimates of covered and external areas should be prepared for 

at least three points in time:    the present day; at the end of the useful 

life of the plant; and at interim dates, possibly every 3 to 5 years.   These 

estimates will give a good guide to the site area required for a well organiaad 

and planned shop activity,  ir. the present and the future. 

¿t*¿,-...,-:--^^ 
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Construction of the workshop building 

In designing the structure of the workshop building, the fundamental 

considerations are strength, overhead space and light. 

Without a suitable floor to the workshop no precision work can be 

done. A concrete floor with a carrying capacity of 200 to 5OO pounds per 

square foot is common practice and to be recommended. Care should be 

exercised that the vertical impact loads, lateral thrusts and longitudinal 

shocks resulting from crane operation are properly provided for in 

proportioning the frame. The roof structure should be strong «nough to 

suspend loads (allow at least 2,000 lb for each handling point). The 

rest of the shelter should be constructed to give adequate protection 

in the climate for which it is intended. Bays should be designed with 

adequate heights to allow material to be handled overhead. 

Daylight is a valuable asset. Therefore, walls are usually constructed 

of brick only up to the sill of the windows, the glass being extended in 

height to the purlins. There is always some loss of light due to unclean 

glass. East or west exposure often causes a bothersome glare early or late 

in the day. Northern exposure is best. 

«fc* 3f - •:, ,^A.'t„i. t-j J 
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Workshop layout 

• A plant   layout may be as simple as a single row of machines,  procepsing 

one part  in  successive steps  from materials reception to despatch,  located 

in a buildinp consisting of a single machine bay and  one  aisle.     At the  other 

extreme,   a complex plant layout may be  evolved by rationalize the arrangement 

of multi-purpose equipment  in a job shop which processes  small   lots with 

varying priorities, process times and tooling requirements. 

Fixed position layout is suitable in small shops where a part is 

essentially completed at o'ne location,   such as a bench or machine.    Ke ar. 

mainly concerned here with how to plan process layouts where a part moves 

through several  successive  steps.    The primary benefit of appropriate 

plant layout  is that it gives management a realistic guarantee of efficient 

production and,  therefore,  of low production costs.    All  the objectives 

listed below apply specifically to small or medium-sized shops, but not all 

of them apply in every case.    It is evident that there is greater flexibility 

when planning a new workshop than when modifying an existing one. 

Preliminary considerations 

The total covered area should be organized,  process by process,  into 

a system in accordance with the following manciples: 
1.  The flow of materials must conform to the requirements of the 

manufacturing process. 
• 2.  The flow of the product should be continuous,  preferably in a 

straight line and with no back tracking. 

3.  Operations that will need an expanded area should be located 
adjacent to property reserved for future use. 

a    Major process equipment should be so located that no relocation 
iSíl be necesaary during the useful life of the workshop, while 
not iapfciring efficiency of production. 

Possible alternatif production methods, by pass route», the effect« 

of technological changa, «uà* b» kept in mind when planning the layout. 

Memifaoturinf prece..« •»••Miai to th. production of the «oat profitable 

it—, currently and prospsetiTaly, should fee giiwn priority in aligning 

a»« route, within the workshop. 
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The  grouping of production facilities into a press department,   a 

cutting-off department,  etc.,   is a useful  approach to economical metalworking. 

It should  be a key objective to minimize materials handling.     This i» the 

main reason for  advocating the use of straight  line production paths.    The 

discharge  point  of one operation  should be logically linked to the next point 

of usage by combining handling with processing.     In batch-type operations 

in-process storage  facilities should not block  the  flow of materials. 

Attention must be paid to employee comfort and safety.    Well lit, 

well ventilated factories,  with adequate work space per employee and clear 

access to work areas,  are conducive to high productivity.    All aafety 

and health hazards must be carefully examined and corrective measure« 

taken. 

The classical approach to layout  in small metalvorking plants 

In preparing the detailed layout,  the first essential it comprehensiva 

planning.     Survey and plan the operation to give a high rate of turnover of 

work in process without raising costs.    In jcb-shop operations, the »um of 

all machining time on a workpiece is rarely as high as  10 per cent of tha 

total  elapsed time  in the shop and is often  1  per cent or leas. 

Straight line  flow can rarely be  followed completely and hairpin flow 

is a very practical approximation,    because receiving and despatch 

operations can be adjacent or combined.    Figure 3 illustrates a layow.    for 

a plant employing about 20 people, «uch as may be commonly encountered.    Tha 

layout after rearranging the equipment for better material flow and handling 

might be as shown in figure 4« 

"'Jti*w- -"•-"* -•****»•*** üttiüMimf 
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When preparing layout proposals, the plant  and machines should be 

drawn to the same scale.    If no three-dimensional models of the machines 

are available,  two-dimensional cutouts should be used. 

Aisle locations  and department locations  should be considered 

simultaneously.    Every group of équipant  should be readily accesible 

in a jobbing shop,  because parts will not always flow throuCh all 

departments.    Some departments have to be in fixed locations because 

they are not easily moved (solid foundations,   duct work, etc.).   Try to 

plan for the possible expansion of each department by at least 

25 per cent.    There  i.-a tendency to plan for 40-60 per cent expansion, 

but this is not to be  recommended unless good,   detailed forecasts can 

be made and planning skills of a high order are available. 

Main »isles should permit two-way traffic,  but access aisles should 

„ave'one-way flow.     Handling equipment should be specified to move 

workpieces between machines or between departments;  if necessary, 

Bpecial items should be devised. 

Scrap should be' removed from machines and collected on a plant-wide 

basis. 

Consideration should be given to where bottlenecks may possibly 

develop,   for example,  when tool or machine failure occurs,  and provision 

should be made for an alternative routing or by pass. 

The efficiency of the manufacturing cycle must be calculated 

carefully in the course of planning.    Space utilisation should be 

calculated in advance and checked.    Figures are needed for the 

construction cost per square foot of plant.    Aisle space potential 

for materials movement should be looked into.    The efficiency of 

the materials handling operation is measured by comparing total manpower 

to that engaged on material, handling, or operator's total hours to time 

taken up in handling chores.    Finally the all-important machine 

utilisation ratio which the plan implies must be calculated, in some 

job shops the ratio is below 40 per cent in the absence of planning. 
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Materials handling 

The simplest example of materials handling is the transport of 

a single item by one man within one workshop bay. On the other nana, 

it may be so complex that it comprises 50 handling movements in the 

course of manufacturing a single part. It may account for as much as 

80 per cent of the cost of production in a large machine shop. There 

should be three distinct areas of materials movement in the maohin« 

shop: 

- Receiving and storage at reception point; 

- In-process handling, including handling at the work station» 

- Despatch, including boxing or crating and storage at despatoh 

bay. 

Materials handling is a necessary, wholly indireot cost. The 

objectives of a good materials handling system may be classified as 

" follows, starting with the simplest objective and proceeding towards 

the more sophisticated ones: 

- Extension of the productive capacity of the few skilled 
workmen, by removing the fatiguing burden of moving and 
lifting things. Produotion is increased because effort is 
reduoed and more of the available time is spent on machining 
the workpiece; 

- Reduction of scrap and waste. Product damage is kept to & 
•inimum by correct handling, and scarce materials oan bs 
oonserved. In the finishing 

n 
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•      stages,  particularly,   mechanical handling ensures uniformity 
and repeatability,  and reduces scrap; 

- General improvement  of working conditions,  removing unduly  hard 
burdens from the whole work force  and reducing health hasards; 

- Reduction of costs.     Since the cost of material,   labour  and 
fixed overheads may be   taken as roughly equal,   the reduction 
of the materials handling cost offers a large  economic 
advantage.     In highly developed metalworking plants,   if 
materials handling labour represents 10 per cent of total 
labour,  that  is an unusually good ratio, whereas a ratio of 
40 per cent  is badly out of line.     In general,   factory space 
is at a Dremium and modern materials handling improves 
the utilization of available space.    In addition,  by controlling 
and reducing inventories of work in process it can free 
additional  funds for more productive purposes. 

Applying the above general  principles to fit a particular shop, 

the nature of the materials to be handled must first be defined.     There 

are the material inputs.    In addition, there are at least three kinds of 

output that every metalworking shop generates:    the product itself,  scrap 

and rejects.    At the receiving bay, depending on the size of operation, 

the materials might be bar stock,  ingots,  castings,  etc., while at the- 

despatch bay they might be crates, totes,  skids, etc.  containing finished 

products. 

Secondly, optimizing the plant layout should have determined the 

best location (or relocation)  for production and handling equipment. 

Production planning and scheduling  should have established the best machine 

loading and routing of materials.    Without these analyses, the 

installation of convoying equipment could simply result in production 

bottlenecks, machine idle time and lengthy rehandling times. 
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Thirdly,   the  following guidelines may prove useful: 

- If possible, gather parts into groups;  if sise permits,  handle 
them in totes or "boxes. 

- Operatives should move one item at a time. 
- It should be easy to remove items from the flow of materials, 

preferably without lifting, by simple loading and unloading. 

- Exploit  the space available for storage by using racks,   shelves, 
self-stacking totes etc. 

- Observe firot-in,  first-out (FIFO)  procedures unless specifically 
not desired. 

- Seek to reduce inventory,  particularly of finished parts (because 
of the money tied up in labour costs).    Leave no unmarked 
lots in storage. 

.     - As materials handling and transport are always a financial 
burden,  try to perform operations on material while it  is in 
motion.    (This is easy in continuous-process industries, but 
more difficult in a metalworking shop.)    Possibilities include 
pre-heating, cooling and finishing processes such as washing, 
bonderizing,  painting,  porcelainiiing and baking. 

- It is important to plan scrap handling.    Steel containers will 
suffice in small shops}  drag lines or vibrating conveyors in 
larger shops;  and crushers,  slat and harpoon conveyors in 
high-production shops. 

- At every inspection station provide facilities for storage and 
removal of rejects. 

- •'•" •-- *'••' -~— -j*-*4 
.*»,,ij^^.^a É^ÉÊÊm.Maâ.,,., >.,,*,*&* 
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Selection of equipment 

The fourth stage,  selection of equipment, can then begin.    The 

range of equipment, in increasing order of complexity,  is as follows: 

Equipment powered onlv by gravity or rr.an's muscles 

- Roller conveyors, wheel conveyors 

- Ball transfers 

- Hand-powered monorail systems 

- Chutes, racks,   shelves 
- Chain hoists on a variety of hand-powered orane« (jib, 

gantry and bridge) 

- Hand trucks in large variety 

.    Simple mechanized and electrically oowored shipment without 
interlocks or automatic controls 

- Powered roller conveyor« 

- Metal or wood slat conveyors 

- Belt conveyors (metal belt, canvas belt, etc.) 

- Overhead trolley conveyors 

- Powered hoist« on a variety of hand-powered crane« 

- Pork lift trucks. 

Other mechanized ecyuit^ent driven bv electricity and/or 
SSp^eeaed air.  errWyin« some contai» and interlock« 

- All types of conveyor already mentioned 

- Vibrating conveyors _  ^ 

- Powered transfers 

- Powered lifting equipment 

- Powered hoist« on powered orane« 

• Fork lift truok«. 

•        «   » 

• »• •*«.%.'  *' 
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„ is i-ii.t.1» apparent that the =OTe  essential tas* can b. 

carried out b, different type, of equipment.     Appendix 1 de.cribe. a 

„ethod of assies weiEhts to lhoir various  attribute,, 1,.order 
to help «*. a rational ohoioe between the available alternative.. 

SoTO basic illustration, and information now foUow which will 

facilitate the «lection of équipant.    The physical capability of 

%L has to be brecht into consideration,   as well - «- °>—"^ 
of the équipât.    W. begin with our first group - eoui^nt pow.r.d 

by gravity or man's muscles. 

Roller conveyors 

"The width of a roller conveyor is determined by adding 2 in (5 «) 

deaxance to the width of the largest object it is ^^\%0^' 
This applies to straight section.:    on turns the width .hould be .i..d 

as illustrated in figure 5 below.-/ 

J» CLEARANCE 

Figure 5 

Width of roller conveyors on turns 

Dhtcne* Belv/«cn From« Or 

Guard Roil = G 

jFockoge tensing   _   ^j. 
(Kodlut   +  PwVoii WlcA)     +   |~       J " J 

•V Convyar Equipant Jtoirf^turtrs Ai.ociatio«i 8t«i4^4. 4M-1#*. 

f 
•* 

r-vJU.^'i¿niJa.-¿dfcy¿^. A. - wtóe*4 •i^HMÍfillÉÉÍai 
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Gravity-propelled roller conveyors will be much lower at the 

discharge than at the parting end if they are long.    The  slope 

rehired to ensure self-starting depende on the item to be conveyed. 

See table 2. 

Table 2 

Minimum slop«» for roller conveyors 

If on rollT conveyor 

Metal tot« box«« 

Tot« pan« 
Impty oil drums 

Drums ov«r 150 lb/70kg 

Hull oil drum« up to 250 lb/115 kg 

Carton« up to 15 l»/7 kg 
Carton« of 15 to 50 lb (7 to 25 kg) 

Wood o«««« up to 50 lb/25 kg 

Wood ca««« ov«r 50 lb/25 kg 
Wiwbound and «t«el «trapped case« 

Crat«« up to 125 W55 kg 

Inches drop 
in 10 ft. 

2-5 

5 

3à 
li 
5 
4 

* 

6 

4 

cm drop 
per mo tre 

1.25 
1.7-4.2 

4.2 
3.0 

1.3 
4.2 

3.3 
3.8 

3.0 

5.0 

3.2 

Avéra« valu«, for rollar convoyer capaciti«, ar« «how in 
• 4V 

table 3 *•!©«.-' 

Table 3 

HcllT wight and carrying capacity 
(in pounds) 

HOMIMAL 
ROLLI» 

Alalìa 
o" 
f 
w 

I^M»fllD^^5«-i2^aug« Í4-0*ug« 
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Monorail» 

Hand-pushed containers suspended from monorails are very practical 

because they can use the traffic aisles and do not occupy any of the 

floor areas. 

Selection of the proper track for a monorail system is dependent 

on »uch factors as (a) maximum weight likely to be concentrated between 

suspension points, (b) maximum distance between available suspension 

points, (c) frequency of traffic, and (d) speed at which containers 

are moved. These factors, together with the structural strength of the 

building, determine the types of fittings used to suspend the track 

system. Normally these fittings can be hung from the structure of the 

building itself. However, if the structure is too weak it will first 

be necessary to install a special superstructure. 

Por installations,.with long spans and high capacity, beam or 

girder type track is often used. This consists of a hardenod 

"inverted T" track welded to and supported by a specially-designed 

structural beam with wide, mild steel upper flanges and web. 

Track and suspension are illustrated in figures 6a and 6b below.^ 

Figure 6a 

Wheels on typical 
•»onorai 1 track 

Figure 6b 

Method of monorail 
suspension 

i* :^—te 

è 
**-• y 

•   tVA » 
* 

.--jar.-   ••.'fi--   *i*> .¡-»IT-.. 
» • —•--   -   -»-»-. 

A« a general guide, 

at 150 feet/45 «*tre» » «inute 
lMds oaa »t IMMA to trcvel 

»0* to exceed 3 ton« ia weight. 

v assira» KSHUH 
mmn • 
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Cranes and qhain hoists 

Among hand-operated cranes, the- underhung models ,'xe  especially 

practical and use many of the components of the monorail system. (?ea.T.-tyro 

sections are also used for crane girders.) The simplest underhuv^ rr:me 

is thf liçht, hand-puched bridge for lonas u? to } tons.  Er.iipped w, in 

a hoist, it próvidos inexpensive hoisting service over the entir<j ¿rua 

between the crane ways. It also can be used, with interlooks, to transfer 

loads from one track to another. 

The bridge crane is the commonest design in hoisting machinery, 

consisting mainly of & girder riding on an elevated rail. A double leg 

gantry cran« consists of a bridge supported by two legs that rido on rail«, 

laid in a foundation at ground level.  A single leg gantry ciare consists of 

a bridge supported at one side by a leg riding on a rail at ground IPVOI and 

at th« other sids by a craneway along a v,all of the building. 

' A jib cran« consists of a bridge supported either from a vertical 

mast or from a wall. Th« bridge of mast-supported jib crnnes can 

rotate through j60 degrees. Wall-supported jib cranes are often 

designed to swing out of the way when not in use. 

Hand trucks 

Hand trucks in great variety provide   one of the raoci common 

means of handling.    They may b« classified' according to loftd-c&rrying 

oapaclty and the effort required to move the truck. 

Th« fore« that is necessary to push a truck is a function of 

it« weight, th« weight of th« load and th« coefficient of rolling 

<-%,. «*V / 
J 
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A  +u« funr  the lart factor being related to the 
friction between the wheels and the floor, the la.x 

wheel diameter. 

In deternuning the tons per man-hour that can be handled with 

dually operated trucks,   th. walking speed of the operator should  o^en 

9  .nd  ?- moh - betv:een  1?6 and  220 feet or approximately 53 and 
2 ^?:^:    - -er figure is recorded fro. the  standpoint   of 

limiting operator fatigue.    Horizontal distance when puahin. a true, 

leLl Plane is 40 lb  (18 kg)  or less.     An appreciable increase ov.r thi. 

U    lows s efficiency of the worker to  a marked extent.    Seldo* x. 

, HA« 50 lb (23 kg)  recorded,  except for inter.itt.nt and 
a value as high as ,0        U3 Kg; reii.tanc. 
infrenuent movement,   for example, uP a ramp or grade, 

for an average male operative  is set at  3? lb (14-5 kg). 

fable 4    oelow shows the average rolling restane« of  true*, with 

moulded-on tires over various surfaces.^ 

: Tablée 4 
TruaK r^ninir r^^t,3"• on levtl rurfmn, 

Coefficient of friction    Resiatence (lb»_P«r ton) 
Surface 

S:9iF frave-v.'!*: 

Wood biodt 

Lccfe  land 
Pneu,  »if*  on 

trnooiK yavtrcent 

0.010 • C.030 

Û.ÙiCl - 0.02J 

0.0! 5  -  O.Ù33 

o.ois - e Oí5 
0.015 - P0Î0 

O.CiO - O.úíl» 

;o i* 40 

5C  H» 50 

40 to €0 

Tfce efficiency of equipment operated by «nuecl. power  *nd of «»anual 

serial handling i. limited by human anatomy and phy.ioi- sy.    It i. 

portant that working personnel- should not be taxed beyond noW endurance. 

It is therefore useful to know the li»it.,of human performance,  to be able 

to determine wher* powr-operafd device. must be utilised, riardi... of 

manpower availability and coat. 

2/ Liberty Mutual Insurance Company, Eopfeinton, MaeaaciwMtt.. 

•AitaltMietfBttBMelÉMÉiîiBlI 
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Figure 7 below shows the relationship between weight and dietroice 

for hand-pushed  truok  operations. W 

Figure 7 

Relationshin between hourly hand-ouwhed   truck troverr.ent, 
v.o.! :.:l   ana coefficient  of rolling  friction 

t. a 
I 
t- 

ÍOÍal      WEt6»iT  tf    ;'-'.'   ANS   LOAD  <H  ut s 

§    ?,   ?    I    s   s    ? 

1 
o       o       •       »      o      "      »       o 

s   g   g   ï.   s.   t.  ;•   r,  f   î. 

IJtiOO 

l*¡S<.«5 

•¡11/ /       ,'- t'"*1 •' ^ fiscoír-enried aaxi'mir distance 
1 
 i 

A truck of 1,000 pourds (total weight - truck plus load) can be pushed 

7,000 feet per hour when the rolling friction coefficient  is approximately 

0.03.    A rolling friction coefficient cf O.O4,   however,  reducás this 

distance to 5,700 feet; this is the unsafe   »on« on the grapn,   indicating 

that the horizontal pushing resistance exceeds the recommended 32 pound« 

(liait of safe  operation).     The second horizontal  line indicates tho 

reeosmnded maximum distance that a trucker should oover in one hour. 

Tables   5 and  6 show the acceptable weight limits for manual lifting and 

lowerin«. 

Table   y Table 6 « 

mmmmmmm Wttfttti (I*) «i Lai **é I»-*» 
AtcmttW« M Vtriow TrrttMaen •* 

l«4MMri«l M »it Wwfcm 

ey%   im  l&k  9f   •** 

"£»&*   \^ « «U ft* « U 
"S&ìt&f t£U rt «U 81 Si 3J 
«tísar* E~ si Sì ai ai ft» 

 j Work Uâd» (Ft LWMin) for L-fiins 
and L»w*r»r.* T»ik» Aece!M».SI« to Variou* 

Percentage« »f Indulti:»] M*!* Worktti 

««    ;V»   J?r,   SJTJ    IW, 

"tó. 
KtMCtl* luiflH I» 

•Wut«« Mif fc« 
WteMi 
imiua 

r»   «3   *:i   MI   <M 
in   «it   s>5   Pt   :«4 

j¿ 8î ¡s » « .a 

1 
4". 
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Figures 8a and 8b show corresponding information to that given in 

tables }  and 4 for carrying. •> 

»- 
X 
o 

3 

Maximum weight .of carry acceptable to various 
percentage of industrial m^le-workers 

Figure 8b 

Elbow height 
Figure 8a 
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We turn to the remaining, non-manually powered materials handling 

equipment. 

Power-drivenjroller conveyors 

The  saine rule for determination of width applies to power-driven 

as to gravity roller conveyors, except that  additional distance must  be 

provided for a power transmission chain.     Belt-driven powered roller 

conveyors are not praotical  in a machine  shop environment where oil, 

cutting fluid,   etc.  can reduce the effectiveness of friction-operated devices 

The capacity data in table  2 apply equally  to powered rollers.     Pig-ore 9 

below shows minimum distance between roller centres,  which in turn limits 

the size  of the  smallest article handled.-' 

Figure 9 

Some design characteristics of powered roller conveyors 
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L 
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L. 

Slat conveyors and belt conveyors 

Slat conveyors are generally uned where belts could not  function 

because  of the hiçh temperature and the presence of chips and  lubricants. 

V.'oven wire belts or steel belts may be used for certain special 

applications.     The small range and the high cost  of steel and woven 

wire belts for conveyors limit their use. 

Overhead trolley conveyors 

Powered monorail installations and other overhead trolley conveyor« 

are most efficient  and economical materials handling device«t  strongly 

to be recommended where the shop technology and layout  are suitable. 

Thbv occupy overhead space which would otherwise remain unused and 

offer iow maintenance costs, high reliability and low power oonsumption. 

Such trolleys without power chains are often used as substitutes for 

monorail installations. 

The trolley wheel is a large ball bearing with a high load capaoity. 

The track on which it runs is an I-beam with lower load oapacity and 

therefore its sise sets the trolley load limits.    The load rating« 

generally recommended are as follows: 

(inched 

2 5/8 

3 

4 

6 

Sise of I-beam 

(approx. 
trivalent in on») 

6.7 

7.6 

10. f 

15. Í 

Maximum allowable trolley lo«4 

(approx. 
(pounds) «^valent tò MÌ 

75 ~             35 

250 115 

400 '      180 

1,000 05 

¿to- 

 •   - fi'ÊÊà tr,^^,*l,à 
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Powered hoists   end powered cr-mes 

There is  a service classification for specifying cranes.    'We are 

concerned here with cranes  for moderate and heavy duties.    The   ferner 

classification applies in machine   shoos,   assembly  floors,   foundries 

and fabricating shops where  service recru i rements  are medium.     Tho 

latter applies   in heavy machine  shops,  certain  foundries,   fabricating 

plants,   stamping plante and steel   warehouses. 

Table 7  below shows typical  operating speeds of commercially 

available equipment.-' 

Table 7 

.  Operatiti é¡ Bpee< Ì8   Of   DOW erad crinen  in feet per minut e 

i 
rály 

Slai-j 

UOlfT ïî\OU.r:i 
 : r- 

Me:".:'.rat     i in 
î t rs /ftùU'ja r.-.ft {ilo-.v    T FrJrt Slav      ! 

3 20 

20 

20 

35 70 153 1» 200 209 s;o    i <;j | 

5 

  

35 70 125 130 

150 

200 200 

200 

300 

aro 
 , 1 

J:t\ 
7Vi 35 70 123 200 •i?0 

- 

10 20 30 60 123 150 200 

203 

£00 

200 300 •T0 

15 15 30 50 125 150 

150 

200 300 4O0 

4-50 
20 15 25 40 135 y      2«) 303 

.. - 1    _ 

The buildinc Acula ¥• oonotruoted to *cco«moà*t« á «foeifio typt of 

oran« íM«*U*U«M it !• n«* »!*«*• •oonoitioally foaoiblt to modify 

lit •truetttro mbMCHMtly.    Bo«iáo§ tho static ?otds, thoro will *• 

tynaoio lo*i» impartid to the at rue ture. ; < M 

\$J Hootrto Owortiooo Cr*»» Iiwtltut« tHtiflMftiM #S1. 
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The minimum clearance between the hiebest point  of the crane  and the 

lowest  point   of the roof,   allowing for sag,   should be 6 inches. 

Clearance between the ends   of the crane and the nearest obstruction 

must  not be  less than 2 inches.     Knee braces must not prevent   approach 

with the hook. 

Fork lift  trucks 

Because of their great  flexibility,   fork lift trucks are widely used 

as lifting,   transporting and positioning devices.    The simplest  of them 

have their controls on the handles,  the  operator walking alongside. 

They are operated by electricity or gas and models are generally available 

up to 4,000 to 6,000 lb capacity. 

Pork lift trucks on which the operator rides range in capacity from 

2,000 to 60,000 lb,   come  in a great variety of shapes and Day be powered 

by gasoline,  gas or electricity.    Vehicle epeeds range up to  15 mph, 

but  safe operating speed  indoors is not more than 5 •ph.    Gasoline-powered 

trucks are  suitable  for indoor operation only  if ventilation is adequate. 

Electrically powered trucks are divided into three groups:     those for 

dusty and hazardous locations;  those with explosion-proof motors;  and 

general-purpose trucks. 

In order to make effective use of fork lift trucks, ths workshop^ 

aisles must be wide enough to permit right-angle stacking.     Figure 10 

below sad the accompanying text'-* show how to calculate the miniaum 

»Isle width.    Two oases are distinguished, depending on the relationship 

of the width of loads to truck width and ineide turning radius. 

# falten fro« s-fl1  «*d FaWtory. Hey 1966. 

friiirÉf-f m -*-m' "ifMÊH"-*-'**'- ^^--••^•••¿^-•-^•^^ 
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Figure 10 

Minimum aisle width for fork lift trucks 
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the time actually spent processing metal does not   exceed 25 per cent   of 

the floor-to-floor time at a given machine.    (There  are obvious exceptions - 

long and heavy cuts,   operations  on turret    lathes.) 

The effectiveness of the  skilled craftsman should be extended by 

removing as many  lifting,  moving and positioning operations from his 

manual   routine as practicable.     This will   increase  output  and safety, 

while  reducing fatigue and.        "      spoilage.     A money value can be put 

on all  these benefits, which will generally exceed the recurring costs 

and depreciation of the additional equipment needed. 

Materials handling at the work station is effected by devices for 

parts  feeding,  parts removal,  work holding and positioning.    There 

are also automat in and semi-automatic transfer machines for assembly, 

inspection,   etc. 

Parts  feeding devices include the following:     vibratory feeders; 

feeder and orientator combinations;    feeder,   orientator and counter 

combinations;    sheet lifter«and stackers. 

Parts  feeding through consecutive operations  (for example,  on 

presses)  and parts removal often require special devices; but such 

standard pieces of equipment  as orientât ors,  magnetic belts,  stackers 

and palletizers can sometimes be employed. 

Work holding and positioning is effected in a number of ways,   depending 

on the shape of the workpiece.     There are standard reciprocating devices 

to advance and position one piece at a time on deTand.    There is a great 

variety of commercially available positioners,  turning rolls, up-enders 

and similar  jquipment to position and hold the workpiece in a desired 

position during fabrication.     There are manipulators which hold any 

workpiece  in any position,  serving as a third hand while the operation 

in performed upon it.    When handling heavy dies,  die holding and elevating 

devices should be used. 

By ensuring that feeder stations are all at the same height, one 

oan greatly reduce the manual effort, sinoe raising and lowering each 

piece between operations are thereby eliminated. 

••'•" '-"•*-=-«>•••   • ^^iâkukîtta^ ...     A,..^J.J^a¿»,aüSÉjg-M 
•>'JfcÄ."., .i 
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Automatic and semi-autoraatic  transfer equipment  can be  devised 

with various degrees of sophistication.     A rot cry turntable with 

assembly stations is a simple case.     The production line can be 

mechanized to  the point where each worker has his cvn   "free  float" 

time to turn,   mise,   lift,   lower the workpiece by mechanical rr.er.ns, 

independently  of the line speed but   conforming to an hourly  or daily 

schedule.    The employment  of transfer machinery that   elimxnat.es manual 

operations  altogether is only a matter  of economic  justification, 

since the present  state of the art  enables equipment  to be devised 

and manufactured to cope' with any workshop need. 

Table 8  shows how many minutes must be saved per day by an 

operator in order that the savings  in  labour cost alone may  justify 

installing automation equipment. 

The calculations are based on salary levels in the United States 

and assume 2,000 hours work per year;   annual charges  for the equipment 

are taken to be 10 per cent  of its  initial cost.    Though over-simplified, 

this presentation has the merit  of enabling a quick estimate to be 

made of the orders of magnitude involved.     It is a simple matter to 

make alternative calculations,  using assumptions which reflect more 

closely the conditions in any given developing country. 

Table 8 

Relat i ont îhio of daily t ime savings to c ost of materiali 
handling equipment at tí ie work Btation 
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Scrap hanging practica 

One of the most difficult housekeeping ta.ks in the machin« .hop 

and one of the least  efficient  in practice i. the handling and di.po.al 

of scrap.    The task is twofold:     first,  the removal  of scrap fro» th. 

machines and the shop;  secondly,   its processing,   storing and di.po.al. 

Removal of scrap from small shops is generally done by raking th. 

chips from around and under machine tools and packing the» into bin., 
barrels or tote boxes, which are then collected Into powered or hand-pu.hed 

vehicles and transported to a collecting area.    Such a .y.tem muir., 

good plant layout to facilitate the raking and removal activiti...    Larger 

shops can be so arranged that chip removal is mechanized,    fhl. is in 

any case advisable when new facilities are planned. 

The following types of in-plant scrap-handlin* conveyor, art 

available: 
- Apron oonveyor. 

- Belt conveyors 

- Plight, drag or ohain oonvayor. 

- Harpoon conveyors 

- Chutes and self-dumping hopper. 

- Pneumatic conveyors. 

Dwpit. th. simplicity of a pneumatic vacuuo .y.t.m, it i. with . 

«tre«, caution that .uch apparatus .hould b. u..d in.fad of «ohanieal 

•orap collecting equipment. 

When collecting .crap in th. .hop, th. fir.t rul. i. to segregate 

it into at lea»t th. following group.: 
- Manina .hop turning, of cl.an st..l, free °%°*£ ^V0* 

non-f.rrou. metal., «ori. or exce.»ir. oil. So v.ry «.ty 
material .hould b. included in thi. «roup. 

- Mixed Wing, and turning.. Ste.l and oa.t iron •*«*{*• 
fra« of .oal., .xc.iv. oil and non-farrou. ».tal., fai» 
group »hould not oontain badi* ruatod .took. 

. ¿auj&Üflfcyá 
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- Clean cast-iron «crap 

- Hon-ferrous metal«,  «tain!ess  steel. 

Once scrap has been collected from the machine tools to a central 

area,  usually in the yard,   it must be processed and stored.     For a small 

machine shop,   the processing may consist   simply of removing the cutting 

fluid by drainage.    For a larger plant,  the processing may consist  of 

crushing,  removal of cutting fluid and drying. 

Overhead storage of scrap is most  advantageous.     Care should be 

taken not to store more than 60-70 tons in any one compartment,   lest 

compacting occurs.    The slope and gate sizes provided should be such 

as will prevent bridging. 

Production planning 

In production planning for a future plant, the various business 

parameter, and the level of technology which are forecast will be the 

deciding faotors.    This case i« not discussed here. 

Production planning for an existing shop is determined to a 

considerable extent by the production facilities already installed. 

This is the most frequently encountered industrial situation in 

developing countries.    The objectives of production planning in this 

ease are: 
- To utilise profitably and effectively the resources of men, 

machinery and material} 

- To provide management with timely feedbaok information, so 
that it can maintain an orderly and continuous flow of 
production through the plant; 

- To «inimiio tarn ti«« rofuirod from receipt of order to 

i "-J 
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despatch of the  finished product; 
-To take account  of chango* in the business cli-ate,   technology,  «aterial 

resources t rr¡an?ov:er resources etc. 

Whether one man or a management tea* assume, the productif planning 

functions, documentation of actual output is the ...ential starting data 

which, when compared with feedbao* information fro» the shop, provides th. 

•elf-correcting mechanism for soundly based supplementary decisions. 

In analysing profitability, the main factors for consideration aret 

the capacity of the shop;  whether a given job can be done without working 

overtime or deferring jobs for other important customers! and whether it 

is necessary and poeaible to employ  subcontractors. 

In jobbing shop, making small lots, order, .hould be pooled for better 

processing and released in the most economical batches, in order to keep 
j. • T , -i^AmA m.» far a. possible.    Subcontractor, should stachines fully and continuously loaded a« tar a. po«* 

be included in the total  production capacity of the system.    Delivery 

promises should be based on knowledge of the qu.ueing situation at th. various 

„.chines.    Crash programas should b. avoided b.cau.e they are costly. 

Hand-written reports of activity at each «ork station can provid. a 

constant flow of information to management on the workload and progr... *f 

work throughout the shoo.    Ilanagem.nt .hould alway. be alert for .ign. of 

po..ible late delivery,  in order to take corrective motion wail, the*, is 

•till a choice of less costly method, than la.*-«inut. overtia. workin«. 

It i. al.o a retake to relea., lot. for protoetie. too -xlj w to 

plan that an operation .hould fini.h long before the next on. «tarts, for 

..t.ri.l h.ld in inventory tie. *P capital and i*,•— t*. po.lUUty 

of damage, 

f *' 
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oorrosion, pilfering and IOBI. 

Cost reduction and a more competitive position in the merket should be 

the constant Coali of production planning.    Small  shops with little capital 

may best adopt the following approach: 

-Promote cenerai savings by rearrangine equipment, reducing the materials 
handling effort and shortening the manufacturing cycle; 

- Tnvast the savings in simple hand-powered materials handling devices 
(conveyors and the like)/either made in the shop - this point is stressed 
for a metalvorlcing «hop - or purchased.    Appreciable cost reductions 
Should result.    If not, the planning should be re-checked; 

- Thm profit generated by cost reductions should be accumulated towards 
purchase of more sophisticated materials handling and prness 
•auipment or ultimately,  perhaps, new production facilities, when 
further improvement of the existing facilities is irapraotical. 

Production scheduling 

Proper •ohedulintf of production ensures a controlled flow of material 

through the shop.    It can be instituted ecrually in a one-man shoo or a large, 

•alti-factory enterprise,  for the logical process remains the sane.    All 

stages of promotion should be documented since, by definition, the scheduling 

process is tho simulation on paper of the manufacturing activity. 

J 
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X 

Some of the .UP. described her. «* »e abridged or combined with other 

stops in a small shop. 
v    •      „*•>, -the receipt of the order from a customer,  or th. 

^ goods. "„Pi.- scheduling oration. in a -«i-i-d shop «th an 

engineering department are a. folio,«: 

1. Receipt of customer (or pooled) order. 
2    a.  Prooe.. the order to the engineering department for «Uly». 

'   o.  Pas. th. request for all major exponent., material, or »D-a.0«*U., 
to the purchasing department. 

j     -~, .„A ^A+ailinß- is completed and returned to 3. a.  Engineerini; design and detailing is comp 
the manufacturing department. 

'   b.  Pinal materials requisitions are drawn up. 
4. a.  Materials requisitions are passed to purchasing departmsnt. 

b.  Material, control checks inventories, material, ar. ord.r.4 to 
maintain inventory levels. 

5. issue product or part details to production control for scheduling. 

6    Production control applies time standards, determine, the machin, 
loading and the tooling required. 

#' 
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7. The order i« Inserted into the factory production programme, at a 
Use which postdatée the arrival of material and any special  doling. 
In the case of a lenfthy job, the start will be deferred until 
•ufficient material ha« been accumulated to permit continuous operation. 

8. Progress through all suocessive Btages of production prior to final 
assembly is scheduled along the same lines as 7« 

9. a. Manufactured components move to assembly area. 

b. Purchased items are scheduled to be made available for assembly* 

10. Assemble, test, inspect. 

11. a. Transport to despatch department, pack, 

b. Hotify accounting department. 

"c. Notify oustomer. 

12* Despatch. 

•!K| 
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n.tF.r»inatior -r ...frl.1 and labour.cost 

• A majority of the factories in mot developing countries employ I.e. 

tta» 50 oeonle.    The., factories have usually been built up from »mall .hope 

,y ,„. optional »rai-g capacity ana technical V.ncUdge  of the o,n.r or 

manager, who is at the sa»e tin» designer,  craftsman, businessman, .al.sman 

and often also the accountant.    This latter function may not he too burdensome 

a. long as the bu.ine.s employ, less than 12 peonie, hut beyond this nunb.r 

the recording of financial transactions should be handled by  a trained accountant. 

Accounting is a staff service needed to show the company's financial 

condign,  including the su», receivable and payable at a given time and a 

I   aned Inalys.s of ..eases.    The manaser needs complete  and détaxe dreoo*. 

*. draft a budget or plan the co-ordination of sales, advertising, purchasing, 

iabour costs,   production volume, engineering and research activity, and 

replacement of machinery and equipment.    Vft» supervisors and foremen hegi* 

to understand the implications of a detailed budget for their own work, 

they uill aot to better purpose. 

The various shop departments usually prepare their own budgets, to 

she« general production expenses, purchase of materia!.,  machinery and 

• in accuracy with good planning and can he!p to stabili« production costs 

during slack times. 

„ages paid in a factory ar. usually classified into the« for direct 

and those for indirect labour.    Maohin. operators are alway. direct labour, 

.<<«. 
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while tool room,  maintenance,  and janitorial  services are usually considered 

indirect  labour costs.     All expenditures which cannot be ohargad directly to :; 

product,   including indirect labour,   are generally included in factory overheads 

(the burden).    The  carne type  ,f distinct:on is made m regard to materials. 

Those directly used in the manufacture of the prrts,   includes snecJp-l  tocim-, 

are considered direct material,  while other material8 such as lubricants, 

general-purpose tools,  vices and clamps,  are classified an  indirect and 

included in overhead costs. 

Machine tools,   in common with other items of capital  equipment,  nust 

figure in the production costs in regard to their insurance, deterioration, 

obsolescence and maintenance costs.     In this way,   funds are accumulated to 

replace a worn-out      machine after a specified time or for investing in a 

new procçss and its equipment. 

The production budget is based on a planned volume of output, which is 

based in turn on sales estimates.    Correctly prepared to cover a year in 

advance, the budget prevents costly fluctuations in manpower.     The estimation 

of the  cost of purchases will be facilitated if proper inventory records are 

kept and used by management.    Moreover, purchase contracts can then be placed in 

good time, so that materials, machinery and equipment are delivered to match 

production needs. 

Ylhen production facilities are to be expanded or replaced, many other 

cost factors will have to be ascertained, whioh are 
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applicable to a Ion«« tin« period than annual operating costs and therefore 

will appear in the budge* for several financial years. 

The inclusion of a good preventive      maintenance plan in the budget 

• provides for the repair and  eervicing of machinery and buildings at regular 

intervals, prolonging their use and maintaining asset values. 

The accounting service establishes the basis for determining not only 

manufacturing costs but also administration and sales expenses.    The letter 

two categories of expenditure should also be recorded accurately, since an 

appropriate share of them must be charged to each component part or produot 

that goes out of the shop door. 

^^^ 
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Production efficiency measures 

Labour productivity 

Production efficiency dependa on the skilful utilization of 

human resources aß well as machinery.    These two facets of productivity 

are to some extent interdependent and it is one of the essential functions» 

of management to pay careful attention to the interaction between them. 

We begin by discussing some aspects of productivity which specifically 

relate to labour utilization. 

Standard times have often to be estimated by the supervisor of a 

job shop before the first batch of workpieces is finished or even started. 

It is therefore more difficult to set costs and time rates in a job shop 

than in one engaged on series production.    The latter usually has 

production records and may employ time study men to establish periodically 

the performance of maohine operators and assemblers. 

The most common approach to a new machining job is to give it to 

a skilled operator who ha»'had previous experience with similar workpieoes. 

Often a period of trial and error has to be allowed, under the olose 

supervision of the foreman, before setting the job routine.   The foreman 

and the operator should be enoouraged to devise special tools, fixture« 

and materials handling procedures to inorease output.    When a new job i« 

to be started by less experienced 

r 

*. 
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workers, an improvement in skill can be achieved over a period of time 

provided the operators are carefully selected. This requires from the 

operator an ability to improve co-ordination between eyes and head, on 

the one hand, and hands or feet, on the other. 

To obtain the maximum improvement in operator skill on a particular 

job, certain conditions have to be met, including the following» 

- Dimensions and tolerances should not be altered 
significantly during the production run. 

- Materials supply and handling should be efficiently plann.d 
ïor continuous operation, thus eliminating any waiting tin», 

for operators or assemblers. 

- Tool sharpening and reconditioning should take place at 
regular intervals, specified in advance. 

- Machines should be checked and serviced according to 

schedule. 

' - Scrap and chips should be removed regularly and never b. 
Sïowed to accumulate around machine tools, because they 

interfere with operating efficiency. 

- The composition and physical properties of workpi.c. 
materials should not change, save in «"**"»£__ ± 
circumstances. Such changes may necessitate changes in 
.pîeds and feeds as well as in tooling or even in the 
III*  of machine tool. used. It remains, ^«•» *£ 

¿nager« s duty always to look for m*•** ^.rvïo.! 
«aehining properties or greater durability m servio.. 
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Tò achieve a high level of performance and efficiency in any 

kind of repetitive shop operation, operator trail nine will always 

be required, particularly for new and unskilled workers. The 

training period depends on the soundness of the instruction methods 

used. Depending on the job, the learning time may vary between a 

modest number of days and a period of years. With the more difficult 

jobs requiring higher worker skills, training programmes must include 

in their scope educational matter for mental development, and measures 

to increase manual aptitude. 

The following factors determine the length of training required 

for jobs in a machine shop: 

- A certain degree of accuracy will invariably be required. 
Most toolroom operations need a learning period of 
3 to 4 years, owing to the high precision which must be 

aohieved. 

- The level of education needed for any particular job 
mist be instilled if it is not present. Even operators 
of simple lathes and drill presses, not only tool 
grinders, should be made familiar with the reading of 
scales, micrometers and dial gauges. Training a man 
just to copy a part with the help of calipers is usually 

not sufficient. 

- Instruction should not only be verbal but also in printed 
form and all operators should be profioient in reading 

blue prints. 

! 
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- Handling machine tools, loading and unloading workpiece. 
Squirel "»anual dexterity at levels ranging from »«pi. 
hand and arm movements to those requiring °°-°pdl~^0" 
and rhythm between the insHrument-reading eye and the hand 
to alter the position of a tool. 

- Some automatic machine tools call for a lower degree of 
manual skill than other machine tools, but often the need 
is for a higher mental dexterity as well as acute hearing, 
a keen sens! of smell and sharp eyesight.   A particular 
sound emanating from the tools may indicate abnormal wear 
or. breakage:  the smell of burning oil may signal an 
oXerïofdet bearing; and the vibration of a tool or workplace 
can cause a serious breakdown if not noticed in time. 

- Physical stamina is one of the major qualities J^ded of 
workmen in most developing countries.    It should be the 
tijTx îacïor to be considered where lifting and positioning 
of heavy workpieces is involved.    Suitable materials 
nandS procedures and equipment will not only shorten the 
Ïearnint period but will also improve the over-all performance 
of men and machines. 

Hew employees,  even when skilled, will rarely achieve their maxim» 

output on the first day.   However, their performance will improve 

steadily until it reaches the required 

., * 
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level,  provided that the shop organization :s efficient.    If the chop 

is disorganized by frequent  supervisory and operator changes,   the 

opposite result  may occur.     Profitable operation of a machine  shop is 

above all a management function and by no means simple. 

When any given job is repeated frequently, higher efficiency in 

the operation should result, but this happens only in veil run shops. 

The phenomenon has been documented in numerous publications and the 

recuits have been generalizad in the learning curve theorem:    whenever 

the production quantity la doubled,  the average production time per unit 

is reduced in a ratio which is constant for the given operation or set 

of operations.    This ratio,  sxproased as a percentage,  is known as the 

learning curve and typical values have been established over the years 

r-r industrial engineers.    It has been found that the highest learning 

benefit occur« in assembly work, where the learning curve may be 

75 to 80 per cent.    These figures indicate,  for example, that if 10 larga 

structural units have been assembled in 10 days (average one day per unit), 

20 units should require 15 or 16 day« (average 0.75 or .0.80 days per unit). 

For welding,   the learning curves have been determined as 80 %c  $0 per cant 

and for machining as 90 to 95 ^T cant. 

Figure 11a shows a 95 P«r cent learning curve for the turning of pu*p 

shafts and 80 per cent curve for the assembly of puaps.    It oan be 

aeen that these curves flatten as the ramber of unit« produced increase«. 

This maans that beyond a certain point there will ba a negligible 

reduction in production ti»« par unit. 

, 
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Pxr.Ha.     Improvement  in productivity with increase 

in the nu.ber of unit» produced. 
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Ssv.ral Lami* «»".. «e **«•* *» ««»"  111.,-*«*»« *»«• 
xa|tflts«.. ml...    This transforn. the curvos into straight li».. 

*T* -*.. -e. .0.»^ «*„ t. usa. ^.r <•-;^;° 
1„ estimating the cost, of repeat orders after an initial tr.al run. 

22Z« 1-Pr««- in persan« is not ohtained,  the cause, 

should he ascertained and «he necessary corrective „easure. o. ta*en. 

(So.eti.es, i« 1. th. initial ti.es «hich ,.r. not tvpica .)    ft. 
..«in« of arbitrar, ¿ob ti... based on vaeu. guease. «« —-»» *° 
1. Hr. than good a.4 d.strov. th. confid.nc. of «or.er. in »anag.m.nt. 

a gen.ral dftni. «e.t..nt of th. Laming ourv. th.or.rn i. *iv.» 

in appendix 2. 

rj-iiii-"""Y "f "»c|'in«ry 

a cost «lv.i. of «Bf« «rtf op.r.tion. .nabi.. ~»ï«»t to 

...id, th. nu«b.r of «Api«« «-* —»i«« «- •0,t •°°n°"^ •1°\ 
i       nd.r «1«. -P conditions.   A. 1* .i» in«».« th. «« — 

I..... at first. P-Uv (a. « h.« ...n) *—. 1*» -|« -» 

dscr.... and partir b-oau» «*P «•• « * "*"* °"" ' «*" " 
Mh.r of «orapi.0...    Wh«, ho,.«r. th. promotion of large   atch.s 
Lad. to high.r invs.tori... financial char«., and other inven or» 
«t. increa...   a. «- >«< .1» **.« incr he point is r.ach.* 
«.«. .tor«. sp«. or «orti« capital hscon... a 11-iting f«.or. 
*..U1. Chan,., of -*- d-and, «u. to ...sonai or other ..us... 

I.««,*,« a frth« ri* 1. -Lt1»l»« "*« l»«»*"-1- 

A. . ,.».»1 ral., —hi«. t»l operation, ar. fullr «alvs.d hy 
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»i Production time per unit 
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studies for the particular workplaces,  tool  materials and tool  geometry.    Those 

studies lead to definito values for cutting speed,   depth of cut  end feed rate 

which should change little during the courue of production.    Tue cuti ine ti• 

can therefore be  shortened only by changing to tools made of a raterial that 

-lows hißhor cutting  speeds,   greater depth of cut  or faster feed, but  .till 

l-ivoa the desired surface finish and «curacy.    Such a change also requires 

ñora horsenower and may therefore mean using a more powerful machine tool as 

well.    If greater efficiency leads to repeat orders, the handling and set-up 

tinea should docrease by 10 to 20 per cent  in accordance with a learning 

curve, orovided the individual lot size is sufficiently large. 

The learning rate nay not be  as high as this, however,   if a Ion* tie»  «Up... between 

the repeat orders or a new operator  is put  on the  machine. 

Worker participation 

Training and participation of worker« in improving production efficiency 

cannot be effected «imply by giving order«.   Ae in all  «nterprieee the beet 

results are obtained by management creating favourable  attitude« at »11 lev«l« 

in the work force.    V.Tien mutual trust and confidence pernéate the oreanxw'.tion, 

there is a good chano« of the worker« learning,  including learning from their 

mistake« without beine penalised.    The «hop «upervipor's attitude should make 

clear hi. support of the work force and he should be intereeted in teaching and 

ahowing individual worker« better way« of doin« their job«.    V.nen    he member« 

of an organisation truly identify themselves with it and it« objective«, thay 

are activated to eliminate waste of time and aaterials and to improve processe« 

and product«.    The atmosphere of the shop nu«t be «uoh that 

^ 
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each individual feels that he has the possibility of demonstrating his 

personal and professional worth by the work he  does day aftor day.    This 

feel mn, together with stability of employment  and income,  will make it 

reward: ¡n to  the worker to  increase his output    and, if the lines of 

comrmnicition between management   and the work force  transmit  all the 

information he needs in this connexion,  production efficiency will be increased. 

Labour  turnover and absenteeiem will fall to low levels,   scrap and waste will 

duorease, coûte will be reduced anda sen.« of loyalty  will  develop.    It pays 

even a wall   shop to organize special training  for employees to improve their 

skills,    ¡any progressive oompanies give every member of the work force a chance 

to be   [„wived in decisions about the organization of his particular job.     They 

hii,.„   ^ ........   tll.u   tiui;  Leuda to gre atei   product ¿on efficiency than the old 

way    i   ;../Ucin¿ operations and punishing workers for their mistakes. 

0roun  technoloy 

Group technology is another powerful tool for improving production 

efficiency.     This technique consists of the systematic analysis of every 

varie+y   of worknieoe machined by a firm, in ordor to establish which of 

them aie sufficiently similar ia shape and processing requirements to make 

it possible  to schedule them together in a single,  larger batch without 

difficolti«».    The first step,  therefor«, is to classify the workpiecos 

according to the principal machining processes to be used.    The seoond 

step ia to gr./up operations together, where feasible - for example, turnia«, 

drilling, cylindrical grinding,  boring and related milling operations.    On 

this basis,   several different component parts can be grouped together for echeduiin 

as one lot,   to be processed with the »am basic machine setup. 

Although thi» is not a new idea, greup technology ensures that ©©rapiate 

and full advantage is taken of it, by extensive and careful analysis of components 

supplemented by planned and uniform design eissplifioation. 

^ÜÜfa^^nUttuaiii BMBIBMBVMIEÍ 
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Part, of dittai configuration but rearing .Ml« -Uf operation. 
a» al.o ground for finies in a conmon »achine set-up.    This » a 

..iectiv. procese which can yield large savins».    »I«*» — *«*•*»« 
«li».«, co-op.rat. fron th. .tart of the planning prooe.e,  groupxng oo.pon.nt pa, .. 

wi doietine or routinS differently on.r.-.tä.one that conflict with this pattern. 
Jig. and fixture, can be desired to t.*.  into con.ideration variation, u, 
,i„ and di»n.ion. of con.pon.nt part.,    thus enabling th« to be grouped in 
the .am.  Job order.    The ».«It of all thin is that group t.chnologr permt. 
picker ech«lullng of order, and th. quotation of .hort.r d.livery ti«.. 

1. 
; t. 
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Inspection methods 

The inspection instruments and procedures  in production workshops serve 

to check the precision of  the parts produced by measuring one or several 

dimensions which muBt   fall  within definite tolerances.     The greater the agreement 

between the actual values and those specified,  the higher the accuracy of the 

injected part.        It  must  not be overlooked that the measured values can 

differ fro;, the actual  values due to errors of measurement.    To minimize thee* 

errors,   inspeotion methods  and instruments have to be constantly maintained 

«id subjected to critical   examination during use,  with the approval and active 

co-operation of the engineering department. 

It would be very  expensive to machine component parto to a standard of 

accuracy beyond what   is functionally necessary.     Assembly is posible only if parti do 

wry beyond stated limite and tolerances.     Limits are usually »ex  for the va^u« 

types of fit  (sliding,  clearance,  transition,  interference end shrink fits). U 

The type of part to be produced will largely determine the system of 

inspection required.     Where the operator is highly skilled and has a olear 

understanding of the service requirements, no further inspection may be 

required.    At the other extreme, even 100 per cent inspeotion after every 

operation may not necessarily guarantee that the specified quality has been 

obtained.    Production in most metalworking shops  is in batches of twenty 

workpieces or less,  for which statistical  sapling techniques cannot be 

readily used, (in series production on a lerge-soale,  statistical sampling 

•ethods oan ensure steady 

'^/tolerances and fit« «rs discussed in chapter 4. 

.i~.^J& 
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product quality.    For example, machino screws can te checked by inspecting 

the first piece and statistical sampling at intervals thereafter.)   A. part 

subject to several  operations may go to a central inspection area prior 

to assembly or storage.    Inspection assures management that  the parts 

produced comply with the specifications and later provides the customer 

with evidence that the product he has acquired is as warranted. 

Host shops have three seta of gauges on hand.    The operator uaei 

one »et at hi» work station, another set is used for in«peotion and a 

third set i» kept in »tore,  often in a room with controlled temperature,  for 

reference as master gauges. 

The four prinoipal mean» of measurement with graduation» are the 

soale, the vernier,  the micrometer and the indicator gauge.   There  are 

general-purpose and special-purpose versions of these instruments.    Microscopes and 

instruments employing light of a speoifio wave length are used for 

high-precision measurements.    Optical measuring instruments and comparator», and 

pneumatic and »leotronic gauges of various design» enable compari ions to be mado with 

»elected »tandards of aocuraoy.    For checking or setting various type» 

of »hop gauge», a set of master gauge blocks is the most useful referenoe 

to use in machine shops. 

Speoial instruments are used to measure surfaoe roughness.    Kost 

models have a diamond stylus whioh follow» the surface irregularities, 

the instrument giving aa average numerical value for 

¡# 
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ih« height of peaks «id dsptn of valleys encountered by the stylus in 

traversins a certain dietimo« over the workpiooe surface.    If roughness, 

wavinsss and form have to be maintained within speoified limita,  the 

saohine operator should have a model or saapla which ehowe all critical 

values for visual comparison. 

L 
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. CHAPTER 4     COMMERCIAL AND ENGIKEERIKC ASPECTS OF KAKAOEMEKT 

The  special problems in developing countries 

At the heart of the problem of increasing profitability in the 

metalworking industry in developing countries we find five key facts. 

1. In comparison with the United States and Europe,  production ; 

methods in developing countries in this industry generally have more 
} 

labour content and are less effioient. \ 
\ 

2. The limited size of the dcmestio market and lack of strong | 

organizing power often make it difficult to achieve production economie« 1 

through regional  agglomerations of industry. 
) 

Industry in developing oountries consists mainly of small plants, 

•any of which are geographically separated.    There are very few large 

enterprise» which oould help to organile the productive capabilities' \ 

of «nailer plants and eerve as the prinoipal market for their output. 

Some Governments enoourage industry to locate in undeveloped areas | 

of the country as a matter of policy, which militates against the 

development of regional complexes of related industries. 

3. There is widespread evidence of difficulty in finanoing new 

production équipaient and tooling to launoh new produot designs. 

Most methods of depreciation (for »ample,  10-ye»r straight line 

depreoiation) do not enoourage regular modernisation of plant and 

equipment.    In addition, high interest ratas discourage replaos«ent 

of fixed assets and new product ventures. 

4. There are few people in most developing countries oapable of 

original produot design.    The widespread praotice of manufacturing 

sow products by copying, with or without lioeneing and a know-how 

fressest froa a foreign firn, ha* allowed so opportunities for 

prodMot assign talent te develop.    The eoseetlo market oft ta 

provides little inoeative is lasrove pressât proéusts er te asvslo» 

i 
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while entry into foreign markets seems virtually impossible,   so that no 

attempt  is made to  do sign products for export. 

5.  In general,   there appears to be little understanding among 

industrialists in developing countries oí the role of marketing in a 

competitive  economy.     Serving a protected domestic market,   they have not 

usually had to give much attention to marketing functions which are of 

great  importance elsewhere.    Thus,  there has been little need for market 

research  to  identify requirements and estimate demand for new  products, 

little pressure  to  determine  the most  suitable methods of marketing products 

and to develop distribution channels,  little incentive to train salesmen 

and to conduct  test marketing before launching full-scale production of 

new products. 

Pricing policy,  a key marketing variable,  has usually teen 

restricted by governmental policies. 

There has been little need to discover a proper marketing mix 

for the domestio market:    choice of distribution channels,  promotion 

Bchemes,  product design,  and pricing policies. 

Any long-term solution to the basic problem of expanding the 

metalworkin? industry in developing countries must give proper 

consideration to all the dimensions of the protlera outlined above. 

In order to compete effectively in hone and foreign markets,   the industjçr 

must  (l) modernize its equipment  and methods of production;   (2)  develop 

new products and market them effectively;  (¿) organize supporting 

industry;  and (4) acquire adequate financial resources for these tasks. 
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The role of product development in commercial  strategy 

The critically important part played by new products and technological 

innovation in generating industrial  growth in developing as well  as developed 

countries is generally accepted.    The creation of r.ew factories and the contirued 

existence and expansion of established firms are closely dependent 

on product development  and a rising level of technology.     Before anything 

can be achieved,  however,  the need for innovation and the particular 

problems that arise in      connexion with innovation must be recognized 

by the managements of individual firms,  which alone can decide what typo 

of product  is to be made.    It may be an item that has hitherto been 

imported or some specialized requirements of an industry already established 

in the country.    Other possibilities are:    a small product for which there 

is a relatively large demand if attraotively packaged and sold through 

general distributors;  and relatively large,  complicated machines whioh 

will involve the firm in recruiting technical  staff for its sales force and 

probably also for a service organization. 

Whatever type of product is chosen, a number of steps have 

to be teken by the management in order to develop it« 

- Organize the idea and determine the market analysis,  exploratory 
market testing and engineering work necessary to give it concrete 
form; 

f 
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- Carry out engineering development,   including prototype design 
and testing; 

- Arrange financing for new product lines, the income fro?, which 
may  in duo course provide funds for further product development; 

- liork out the production planning, which nay demand new machine 
tools,  special tooling,   new jigs,  fixtures  <md dies; 

- Complete tbc marketing arrangements in the light of the market 
testing results, selecting the best method of distribution and 
giving distributors continuous support by advertising and proaoticn. 

Top management  should therefore have a plan for product development, 

growth objectives and cost controls,  which is regularly updated.    V.'e are 

including in the terra product development new products,  new processes and 

new uses for existing products. 

The first step    - organizing the  idea -  involves examining xhe 

various possible ways of developing the product range. 

Under the heading of new products,  the simplest  innovation may do 

little more than ohange the price of the existing product  (the simplest 

way of changing a product's economic characteristics).    The change may 

"be associated with the use of more attractive colours or some other 

means of drawing more attention to the product.    Further innovation, 

still based on the existing product, may oonoist of 
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design modification or extension of the product range by making additional 

sises.    Finally,   there is  the adoption of a new product  in a line new 

to the firm, which might be called a strategy of diversification. 

Under the he-ting of process development,   the alternatives are: 

- Modification of an existing process to obtain lower production 
costs; 

- Adoption of backward,  or upstream integration of production: 
for exa-nple,   if the quality of locally produced oaatings 
has necessitated importing,   setting up one's own foundry 
to produce  castings of acceptable quality; 

- Adoption of forward,   or downstream integration:   for exanmle, 
by setting up soles and service offices where existing 
distribution arrangements are unsatisfactory. 

Under the heading of new uses (or new markots) it is necessary 

to consider new geographical market areas, sales to a new industry, 

export to neighbouring countries etc 

This kind of review of the possibilities can be carried out 

successfully by a company of any size, but implementation is never 

easy, particularly for a small firm. 

! 
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Marketing includes advertising and other promotional  activities which 

stimulate sal os and acquaint potential  customers with  tho current  or new 

productB of a company.    Market  researcli, which must  often be coupled with 

technological   forecasting,   may  lead  to  the modification of existing products 

as well as the design of new ones. 

To in/estigate the need for product change in a particular company, 

the finit necessity   Ì3 to  establish company objectives regarding the 

present, and futuro magnitude of  sales and profita.    The present products' 

strengths ..md weaknesses should be  compared with those  of competitors' products. 

The next step is to analyse sales  according to industry,  location,  volume, 

end-as*.-,  channel;;:  of distribution  and expansion potential,   as we) 1  as to 

tabulât'; production costs,the percentage of value added and the profit 

margin for each product.    Ana ad with this information,  the product  strategy 

can be determined which will meet  the competitive situation in regard to 

any given product  and contribute   towards attaining the company's growth 

objectives.     Furthermore,   specific characteristics can be defined which 

new producta must  satisfy in order to fall within the  company's range of 

manufacture and match the market  needs.    This will narrow the search for 

new or improved products,  which specialized staff must 

/ 
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then undertake, and for which search and evaluation procedures need to 

bs established. 

It may be asked how smaller firms in developing countries can 

afford such market research activities. A number of measures can 

be adopted to implement the above recommendations. 

1. Use secondary sources, such as technical publications, to 

identify and monitor basic environmental and technical 

forces causing ohanges in the market you supply. 

2. Allooate some resources on a regular basis to evaluate 

technical and marketing trends that may influence your programme 

of technical development. 

3. Use a technically qualified panel of part-time consultants 

to augment the company's technical and managerial resources. 

4. Make a thorough evaluation of the technioal methods used or 

proposed for use on existing and new products. 

5. Set up a wide variety of channels of information about technological 

threat» to existing produots and growth possibilities. 

6. Pin-point technical requirements within the firm, and seek out 

hunan reeouroe« and machinery to satisfy needs not met by your 

own »taff and equipment. 

ft .i 
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To summarize,  we give a list of DOîiTs and DOs, valid for both large and 

small firms. 

.DONT 

1. Don't expect to find a ready-made solution for your new produots needs. 

2. Don't think you are too small to keep abreast of teohnioal development 

in your field. 

3. Don't think you cannot get a government contract. 

4. Don't look at research and development as a gamble; consider it an 

opportunity to learn about new technical developments. 

5. Dor.'t overlook university facilities; their technical and scientifio 

staff should bo willing to help you individually. 

6. Don't expect miracles. 

7. Don't wait until you have only six months to find a new product or 

else close shop. 

DO 

1. Do - attempt to look three to five years ahead regarding 

a. Demand for your present products; 

b. Technological developments likely to affect your present products; 

o. Areas of potential demand  consistent with your basic interests and 

capabilities; 

d. The sustained planning act!    ty required for product development 

to meet growth objectives. 

2. Do - get on« extremely well qualified teohnical man on your staff,  at 

least as s oonsultant, but as part of your permanent staff if possible. 

MÉÉS* ÉÉÉÉÉÉÍÉ¿li i, „.„'j«*. 
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3. Do - get to know the personnel in your technical field at all 

Universities or institutes near yuu. and discover from them the sort 

of research being done. 

4« Do - search out products which the Government  purchases, manufacture 

of which is consistent with your basic interests and objectives for 

the future.    To this end,  enlist the help of a consultant and,  if 

neoessary,   of university research departments.    In addition, read 

current commercial and technical literature,   including well illustrated 

foreign technical journals. 

5. Do - start planning while good business conditions provide the time to 

develop new products. 

p. - > 
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Export market» 

In the short run,  it is unrealistic to expect that more than a few, 

relatively large firms in developing countries could directly conpete 

effectively in world markets,  even if thtj modernized their production 

methods.    It is observable that most tnetalworking enterprises    in developing 

countries.if they try to export at all,  look for markets for their existing 

products, which are very unlikely to meet requirements in industrially 

advanced countries without modification or redesign.    In any case, continuing 

export sales depend on repeated analyses of foreign markets,  leadir.? to the 

design and development of products to meet their specifio requirements. 

Small firms simply cannot afford to do themselves the requisite produot 

development and marketing.    The key question then ic, "How oan small firms 

gain access to such faoilitieo in order to penetrate international markets?" 

In the immediate future,  the alternatives available to most small firms 

appear to be very limited.  The most promising is to find other firms with the 

ability to undertake produot development and marketing in relation to international 

4, tJ_ ¿. :Là $d&iÊàÊiïà&& --^, ~-,-,Ar..âMmA>Ê*?t>,7-< i, ,f», k afr- 3K¡£.   n«dri 
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markets,  but deficient in manufacturing capacity and therefore willing to 

make une of the small firms as subcontractors. 

Bearing in mind the production methods uoed in developing countries, 

thero axe two situations in which certain enterprises might reasonably 

hope for success when seeking production orders from United States or 

western Duropean firms: 

- Where the product requires labour-intensive methods of 
manufacture and assembly; and 

- Whera small production lots are required. 

For example,  a small firm in a developing country might manufacture 

or assemble one or two itei.„s in a foreifi firm's produot lins for which 

there is a limited demand, the marketing to be effected by the foreign fins, 

Such an arrangement might provide both stable and profitable business for 

the small *firm. 

Thers is probably no single way for small firms to find such business 

opportunities.   Firms wishing to find such business in foreign market« 

ought to make greater efforts than art» presently apparent.    It would ••©• 

appropriate for the Governments of developing countries to encourage the 

needed increase in suoh market-searoh activities.    For example,  they 

might provide financial incentives for industrialists to travel abroad 

for this purpose. 

:    i 
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Secondly,   since several  small firms might  be capable of executing 

production orders from foreign enterprises,  it would be opportune for  the 

Government of a  developing country to provide an improved marketing 

intelligence service,  especially in Europe and  the United States,  in order 

to put  firms in  touch with appropriate  foreign enterprises and vice versa. 

The nucleus  for  such a service may already exist  in the Ministry of 

Foreign Affairs  and embassies and consulates in the indvstrially advanced 

countries}  or in a market  research office of the Ministry of Commerce  and 

Industry;  or in export and marketing institutes, whose efforts might usefully 

be augmented by  foreign market research and consulting engineering firms. 

Apart  from  suoh activities, increased effort by the Government might 

properly be channelled in two main directions; 

- An activo and continuous search, through personal contacts 
"within the principal countries conenrnod, with tho -object 
of identifying products which could be manufactured under 
subcontract by interested national firms,  instead of attempting 
to find market» for existing products of national firos in 
in those countries. 

- An analysis of the national image projected 
in major potential export markets and the devele ment of 
appropriate institutional advertising programmes to help 
individual manufacturers obtain business in neighbouring 
countries. 

To summarize, tho additional measures proposed consist of; ^ 

- Greater emphasis on aotive,  personal       ¿king of opportuniti«« - 
not just order takingj 
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- SubPtantial increase in the effort nado by the foreign service 
and in the technical  sophistication with which it is deployed; 

- Increased use of domestic or foreign engineering and market 
research consultants to locate product  opportunities;  and 

- Increased personal contact  between industrial managers and 
potential foreign buyers. 

These measures must be viewed only as an interim programme to deal 

with the short-term problem.    If they are successful,  local firms obtain 

valuable experience manufacturing for foreign markets and also some funds 

for modernisation of their plant and equipment. 

The desirable long-range national objective io usually to develop 

a full capability among metalworking firms to design, develop and manufacture 

new products for export and to market them.    In this way,  the firms and the 

nation would reap the benefit of value added in all stages of the value-creation 

process:    design, manufacture,  and marketing.    Of particular importance for 

small firms is the potential development of their domestic sales to related 

and supporting industries which becomes possible if they have acquired original 

design capability. 
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It isa however,  pertinent to ask how a developing country, with its 

many small firms,   limited home markets,  little  over-all organization of 

industry,  and scarcity of product design and marketing facilities,  can 

develop export-oriented firms with tho characteristics outlined.    One 

strategy would be to concentrate the national  effort, as regards research and 

related manufacturing facilities, in a few major branches of rnetalworking 

and to foster regional agglomerations of supporting industry  for these 

branches,  concurrently modernizing them and improving their productivity. 

By such a concentrated effort a country might become, within a 

decade, a major force in world markets in one (or perhaps several) major 

branches of m^talworking,  much as the Swiss have done in precision instruments 

and machine tools.    In other words,  the strategy might conceivably bring about the 

necessary internal organization of industry,  with the associated economio benefits 

from agglomeration, and might engender the necessary external economies 

of Beale to support the required export marketing functions. 

A major national techno-econoraic market research effort would be 

required in order to identify the most promising products of the metalworking 

industry to which the strategy could be applied.    Such items are characterized by 

the high value added by design and manufacture,   and low transportation costs as a 

proportion of the gross value of production.    3-bcport markets are subject „ 

to the fluctuations of the trade oyole, but are of fairly stable structure. 

The underlying trend in volume is one of rapid growth. 
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Dimensional accuracy and tolerances 

The variety of products that are manufactured in small workshops of 

the raetalworking industry is so great that it  is impossible to discuss 

produot engineering comprehensively in this paper.    V.'e confine our 

attention in this section to a few general principles which are always 

applicable when designing products.    These concern dimensional accuracy 

and tolerances and their relationship to performance, interchangeability 

and produotion oost. 
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What is accuracy? One definition is - the exact quantification of a 

dimension in terms of the units of the measuring instruments employed. 

When the measurement of a dimension is repeated on a series of like products 

and the values obtained are nearly iuentical then we have precision. Since 

it is impossible to obtain absolute accuracy, industrial dimensions are 

given tolerances, which are the permissible variations from tho stated 

design dimension. • '.ihen variations in dimension are allowed in only 

one direction, owing to the design requirements, they are called unilateral 

tolerances. Commonly, however, tolerances are bilateral, permitting 

equal variations in a plus and minus direction froa the prescribed value 

òf a dimension. 

It is now customary in metal processing to specify size tolerances 

and standards for them have been established in all industrialized countrie» 

When mating parts must operate trouble free and are intended to be replaced 

only after a definite service time or when worn out, it is particularly 

important to have standards which specify their tolerances. 

In engineering and other manufacturing operations, tolerances can 

be specified in reg.rd to geometry, po ition, surface condition, hardness, 

composition and microstructuro, in addition to size. 

Development of standardization 

Control of accuracy of machined workpieoes has been a problem in all 

oountries from the beginning of industrial metalworking. Gradually, 

aa factories beoame larger, they began introducing their own standards 

for diœ3nsions and fits in order to facilitate interchangeability of 

parts produced in various locations. Subcontract work, which becomes 

necessary during boom   •     • 
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periods and in time  of war, reinforced  the need for national   standards  of 

tolerances and fito.     In due course,   an international  unification of the  various 

national systems was  sought,   chiefly by  those nations  of continental 'îuropn 

which used the metric syste-n of measurement and had  interdependent 

economies.    Unification,   if implemented,  nafces doubts and misunderstand)v; 

impossible regarding the way two pieces are mated,   no matter how far apart 

the shops where they are    made and regardless of the language spoken. 

Negotiations led in 1935 to the creation by the International Federation of 

National  Standardizing Associations  (ISA) of the "ISA  System of Tolerance«", 

which was later approved as their national standards by many nations,   including 

the USSR, Japan and China. 

The United States and United Kingdom, although members of I^A,   did 

not at first adopt  the ISA system,  primarily because it used the metre 

rather than the inch as the basic unit of length.    During the Second World War 

it became apparent,  however, that international standardization of tolerances 

and fits was urgently needed, despite the oo-existence of metric and inch 

systems. 

War-time experience was reflected in American Standard "Limits and 

Fits for Engineering and Manufacturing (Part I), ASA B4.1-1947".      In the 

preface to that document it was stated that the A3C meetings - joint 

meetings between America, Britain and Canada - had resulted in agreement 

on five basic principles.    Since the first four of these principles,  with 

certain minor and obvious variations,  was embodied in the American Standard 

it may be useful to repeat the:n here. First, there must be a 

oomraon language (definitions) through which analyses may he reoorded and 

oonveyed.   Secondly, a table of preferred basic 

HI The latest revision of this standard, prepared by the Anerloan Society 
~   of Mechanical Engineers, was issued by the USA Standards Institute 

under the reference USAS B4.1-1967. 
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sizes should be  laid down, which helps to reduce the number of different 

diameters commonly used in a given size range.    Thirdly,   pr i erred tolerances 

and allowances are a logical  complement  to preferred sizes and should 

encourage  the  designer to select  standard tolerances.    Fourthly, uniformity 

of methüd in applying the tolerances is essential. 

The lack of standard specifications for fits in many countries in the 

past    and the restricted flexibility of the recommended systems of tolerances , 

are undoubtedly  the main reasons why the establishment of national  standardß 

in thi3 field has met with only limited success.    Visit* to hundreds of 

engineering shops in developing countries make it apparent that no single 

system has any widespread use.    In most cases tolerances and allowances 

are indicated on drawings in arbitrary figures,   from thousandths of a 

millimeter to thousandths of an inch.    On the other hand, most people 

familiar with the question accept the desirability of standardization in 

this field and metric dimensions are generally preferred. 

The ISO system of tolerances 

The negotiation of international standards has been continued by the 

successor body to ISA,  the International Organization for Standardization (ISO). 

Its recommendations are embodied in the ISO system of tolerances, which applica 

particularly to fits between cylindrical parts, briefly designated as "holes" 

and "shafts", but can just as well be used between non-cylindrical mating 

parts,  e.g., way« and keyways. 
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The referenoe temperatura in the ISO system is 20 dag C or 68 deg P - ine 

• Mme as-in the standards of the united States and many other industrialized 

countries. 

The general requirements which must be considered when a fit hp.a to 

be selected are illustrated in figuro   12 below. 

The quality grades of the ISO system define the accuraoy 

to which a dimension is held,  i.e.,        the tolerance which is allowed for 

the particular dimension in manufacture.    The ISO system provides for 

16 "grades of quality",   or just "qualities"   designated IT 1 to IT lo,   IT 1 

being tho highest quality with the smallest tolerances.    The qualities IT 1 

to IT 4-are applicable almost exclusively to gauges and are not 

further discussed here. Starting with the quality 

IT 5, the basio tolerances of each quality are rounded multiples of the 

unit of toléranos i, whioh is in turn defined as a fraction of the 

nominal »is« D of the workpieoe. 
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¿ils 

Although, according to tho ISO syatoa, a free association of the 

difforent shafts and holes is permitted and no strict adherence to any 

special system in demended, a basic hole system f>nd n basic ehaft systom 

were taken into account when it va« consxructed. Both systems are used 

concurrently and no special preference should be siven to either one of 

them. It has to be decided in oach application which of tho two system« 

allows easier manufacturing conditions. 

As shown in figure 131 fundamentally the same setup can Berve at one 

time for a basic hole, and at another time for a basic shaft toleranoe, 

merely depending on details of construction. Drawings (a) and (b) show the 

wheel in outside pocition.  In the basic hole system (a), the shaft roust 

have a step in diameter in order to be inserted in the bushing.  In the 

basic shaft system (b), it is possible to use a straight shaft, because 

removal from the wheel is feasible withovt damage. 

Drawings (c) and (d) show the wheel in inside position. In the baoic 

hole system (c), the shaft can be straight; in the basic shaft system (d) 

it needs a step to pass through the wheel without damage. 

The system of fits providea for throe .groups of fits: 

I. Clearance fits (running fits), in which the assemblies of parta 
always have a certain amount of clearance and are free relativi 
to one another. 

II. Transition fits, which aooording to their character are 
intermediate between olearance and interference fit« and may 
have either olearance or interference. 

III. Interference fits, in which the components, before assexbly, 
always overlap in size to some extent and after assembly remain 
more or less fixed together. 
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-     Figuro n 

Comp.-.TJ3on of rj basic hole  nysten v.'iih r. h a sift  shr.ft  systyrr 

/ \ 

f——       - - -   y.V'V > /  

(¿J ^rrv; 
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T:öH"   8U:;:::?:S v;c::r ^;:::::íS 

?,Tu:) fit 

Sh«ft running in tht tanking (1) is a prawa fit in tha «ha al (a). 

Drawing» (a) and (o) illuatrata tit« aaaie hela a/aia«, (b) and (á) 

baaic aha ft ayataat. 
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Figur. 14 »how. th. «U.isnatioa of fit., for th* »or« comfflonly useò basic 

hole  9y8t*a.    Tha letter, a to h apply to the tolerance ,o»e* bolow the rcfor*,^ 

line, a corraepondinj to the lar^st distico;  the  letter? fc to z apply 

to tolernnc« *onsa above the referto« line, z corresponding 

to the largest dietance.    Thi. çivee a eeri*9 of stars, fro* the mazimua 

position below    to the jaauiimam po.itio» above the reference line. 

Independently of the ^ of quality,  the., l.tt.r. alvmy. indicate the n^lU.l 

po..ible dittano« of the tolerance »one from the reference line   and thue 

preéoribe the »inlaua clearanoe or minimum interference between nati»:/; 

part..    Thi» applie. to .haft. a. well a. to holes with faw exceptions'. 

o * %í| A: w 
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The designer of a product may be free to prescribe any degree of 

accuracy, any ffrad« of quality contained in the tolerance system, that 

he considers necessary. Anxious that his design will reelly work, he may 

choose too good a quality fmd so increase nanuf.--cVarin<* costs considerably, 

in most cases without realizing it. 

Thorough investigations have shown that, within limits, once the 

equipment of the shop and the training of the personnel ha3 beon suitably 

adjusted, a desired accuracy can be achieved with relatively little extra 

effort. Nevertheless, the production of a certain quality will be least 

costly in a shop whioh has been equipped specifically for that quality, 

not better or worse equipped, and has a work force which is aocustomed 

to thí i degree of aocuracy, not more or less accuracy. In absolute 

terms, high precision work is definitely aaore expensive, beoause it 

requires more expensive machinery and more highly trained men. If 

pieces of low aocuraoy have to be nade in a shop which is equipped 

for high precision work, they will be comparatively expensive. 

The rates of pay are higher on expensive machinery and the operators 

ara not used to producing lower quality work. There is a olose 

relationship between 
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accuracy, production cost, machinery available and the  skill of workers. 

If vre ask for a greater accuracy than necessary,  we not only make the piece 

in question more expensive,  but may also increase the production costs for 

pieces with a lower specified accuracy,  which  have to be made on the  same 

machines by the  same workers.    A good designer,  therefore,  never specifies 

a higher accuracy then is absolutely necessary.    In terns of tolerances,  he 

should select a quality of-fit  such that the ne^. greater tolerance would 

make the workpiece unsatisfactory. 

Many factories have found that  it  is often easier,   in human terms, 

to reduce than to increase tolerances.    l.Tien ras^a.jenient decides to make 

a product less expensive by increasing the  tolerances,   the engineer?  and 

production people tend to object,  because the change raa.y mean "lower 

accomplishment",   a reduction in skill  content of their work. 

Accuracy versus o.opt  Investigations are UBUPT.1V regarded as oornpany 

seorets, but some results have been published.    One series of tests in a 

precision machine shop consisted of grinding ten workpieces to each of six 

ISO grades of quality.     By limiting the number off to ten,  the influence of 

routine on the results obtained was likely to be reduced.    All other conditions 

were kept as similar as possible;  identical material was used,  and the 

same operator employed.    The design of test piece ar.d the rasults are 

shown in figure 15«  A eequenoe of operations was established in which 

test pieoes were ground to the qualities IT 6,  10,  8,   5t   12 and 7 in turn. 

In such grinding operations the humen factor oan be responsible for 

large fluctuations in the time required.    A regular and espeoially 

reliable operator was therefore chosen to do the work. 

ï 
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Figure  16 Bhews similar information, but expressad in terna of relativo 

oost instead of time,  for machining,   shearing and stamping to various 

tolerances.     As r«/;s rde the nachininj ran?«,  i* refers to avéras«  sise 

workpioces.     with  a :r.odern squaring fehear and acoessorios,   even l:\rgo 

sheets can be sheared to size within plus or minus 0.005  in    with little 

increase in coat.     Carbide dies  and presses in good condition will produce 

stampings with tolerances of plue or minus 0.0C1 in. 

These are matters with which factories in the developing countries  should 

conoern themselves sooner rather than later.    If they want to become a part of 
industrial world,   their factory  and national standards should bo compatible 

in thei.r main feat\ires viith the ISO recommendations,   whose value is freely 

recognized by the  industrialised nations. 

There is a general tendency towards edopting the metric system in 

the UK and United States,  despite the host of difficult issues raised by 

« ohangeover.     The \K has already taken the decision  in principle to ''go 

metric".    The United States Congress passed legislation setting up a 

study group to 

"... investigate and appraise the advantages and disadvantages 
to the United States in international trade and commerce.,, of 
an internationally standardized ay it era of weights and measures" 

end received a detailed report in August 1°?1 which is under considerata on. 

There are a number of products defined in the inch system that have found 

wide acoeptanoe in oountries with metric measurement«.        -   •     "-*> 
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The most  important  example in tho Unified System for screw threads.    The 

ADC meeting to which reference has boen reacio  led in l')$8 to a declaration 

of Accord  in setting up this sj'stem,  which is the aoat sophisticated pncL 

completely engineored set  of screw thread  standards over developed.     Tt has 

been adopted by tho ISO as an   )~ 

i alternat iva  to the 1ÍJO metric  series of thruads.     There is  extensivo 

production of screws to these inch standards,   not only in the A3G countries 

but throughout the world.    Their use predominates in one very popular 

foreign car imported into the USX from a country U3ing tho metric  system. 

Unified System fastening devices are uoed in the Concorde,   the Anglo-French 

supersonic  air transport,   because of their engineering superiority.    This 

could well  be another instance where inch-based sizes will continue to 

be used in the United States oven if that country increasingly adopta tho 

metric system. 

There  are many othev standards    in the machine tool field,with metric 

or inch dimensions,  that are long-established and have found international 

acceptance,   for example,   standards relating to spindle noses and tr.per 

Bhanko.    To disregard these and use an oririna'l but different design  is a 

sure and expensive v;<?y to limit  the market  acceptance of one's product. 

It should be pointed cut  that the adoption of lar¿er tolerances than the 

international practice may well  result  in a ¿rreat deal of selective 

assembly and fitting work,  adding significantly to production costs; 

moreover parts with larger tolerances may have a shorter service life. 

ïnough has been said to illustrate the complexity of the problem« that 

have to be  solved in implementing the universal adoption of an internationally 

reoommended standard, in cases where several  standards hava bean widely used 

in the past. 

lr 
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Appendix I 

A RATIOMAL K/THOD 0?  Sn?.r'C?IO^ /»r.'O'.'G VARIOUS 

Materials handling equipment includes many dissimilar products 

that function differently yet perform essentially the same task.  The 

following method may be used to make a rational choice among the available 

products. 

Make a tabulation containing two columns for each piece of equipment 

to be compared, preceded by two columns in which must be entered: 

1) All the attributes (performance, safety, first cost etc.) to be 
considered in selecting the piace of equipment| and 

2) The weights, ranging from q to 10, which you assign to each 
attribute to indicate its importance; performance reliability 
safety and first cost are usually thé most helvily weighteVattributas. 

In the first column for each piece of equipment ie indicated its 

ranking with regard to a particular attribute. Rank 1 applies to the least 

suitable piece for that attribute, rank 2 to the second least suitable, and 

so on. 

The second column for each piece of equipment is completed by 

multiplying the rank shown in th* first column by the weight aligned, 

then summing these products. 

The piece of equipment which shows the highest second-column total  ' " 

is the rational choice for the application. 

An example may help to illustrate the procedure. 

A new pump factory is erected. The building is of light steel with 

columns at a 40-ft. spacing, truss spacing at 20 ft.t and panel point» 

oarrying 1500 lb each. Soil conditions are poor, the floor slab has a 

oapacity of 5OO lb per square foot. The process is essentially 

•"id 
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metal working in batches of various size and maximum flexibility is required. 

•Wie loads range in six« up to 600 lb. The incidence of loads li approximately 

30 per hour. No expansion is planned for a number of years, but if expansion 

comes it Kill be orderly and the building will bs lengthened by erecting 

additional bays. The manpower in the area is mostly unskilled, maintenance 

skills are rare, ana spare parts are not locally available for machinery and 

similar equipment. The product line might conceivably be changed in the 

course of years. Equipment should be adaptable in handling machined part». 

There arc good aisles in the building, wide and straight^and area generally 

1B not crovided. 

A rational choice is desired among the following possibilities: bridge 

crane, hand-pushed overhead conveyor, forklift truck or floor mounted transfer 

machinery. Table Â-1 shows the calculations, from which it appears that the 

convf/or is the most suitable installation in this instance, followed by 

ths crane. 

 —  - - i i^m^mit- mÉa^Kk.iJ^tSüiaAa^ía^^íMÁ ñ 
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Attribute 

slon   of operation» 

'er formance 

Uxiblllty 

i Stability 

T 
[ffect on structure 

ffect on 'building 

ffact on3ite ¿re«. 

fcellability 

fa,«» of maint «nane« 

Spare ports availability 

First <jo«t 

Useful life 

Salvage valuo 

Savings obtainable 
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Table A-l 

Calculations for choirs of equipment 

Weight Cr.inc I       f-orkl i ft |        Conveyor   fiYariRf'ir "achincr.y 

10 

7 

3 

5 

5 

7 

3 

10 

9 

8 

10 
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Rank "vc-it":-t   Ranl;: Produci 
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3 

3 

2 
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3 
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28 3 
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15 l* 

15 1 
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Appendi y   '• 

NOTF c:: Ti<E cc"?'^A?T0'? CF i.::\h-.';::c CI.U.TS 

Let  t(n) be  the  average man-hours  par unit vhen n  units  are produce: 

Let  L be   the  l^nrrn. n.\-  curve. 

/   \ d If we  assume  t(n)  - kn  ,  where k and d are constante   for any givan 

operation of production or assembly,  wt¡   find  that: 

L- ttsr 

t(D 

(1) 

(2) 

When  the learning curve is presented on doubl» logarithmic graph 

paper,  the  equation is 

log t(n) - log k + d log n 

- log t(l)   + d log n (3) 

Equation (3)  is a straight line;  if log n is plotted along the horizontal 

axis,  its elope is -d and the intercept on the vertical axis  is log t(l). 

If the average man-hours per unit are established for two  (or preferably 

•ore) values of n,  a straight line may be drawn and the value of d calculated 

fro« it.    Since d log 2 - log L from equation  (l),  it i« a »imple matter to 

arrive at the learning curve. 

Alternatively,  if the learning curve L and Ih» mar.-hour» required. 

*© produce  the first unit  t(l) are known,  we calculate d - log L/log 2 and 

¿raw the straight line of equation (3),  from which ve can read off the 

average man-hours per unit for any production quantity. 

MèéMÉ^^MMèM í ~.    ¡rngSaSftil juMísí£ií    -mt•*,* 






